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BROWARD OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
FINAL REPORT RE: ETHICAL MISCONDUCT
BY CITY OF LAUDERHILL EMPLOYEES
SUMMARY
The Broward Office of the Inspector General (OIG) has concluded an investigation into allegations
that Kennie Hobbs, Jr., who concurrently serves as Assistant City Manager and Finance Director
for the City of Lauderhill (City) and Executive Director of the Lauderhill Housing Authority
(LHA), used his position to obtain a mortgage to purchase a new home under its loan program for
City and LHA employees.
The OIG investigation substantiated the allegations. We determined that Mr. Hobbs borrowed
$375,000 from his own agency, via a program administered by his subordinates and over which he
had managerial control. The investigation also revealed that Julie Saunders, 1 the LHA Deputy
Director—second in command of LHA staff—who concurrently serves as City Operations
Administrator, also obtained a mortgage of $318,150 for a home she purchased for $301,000.
Both loans were obtained in violation of Florida law that prohibits public employees from entering
into contractual relationships that create a continuing or frequent conflict between their private
interests and the performance of their public duties. These managers’ subordinates were
responsible for processing documentation of loan-worthiness, calculating maximum loan amounts,
and recommending approval of the loans to their superiors. Of equal concern is that the monitoring
of the performance of the loans continues to be conducted by subordinates, who may be motivated
to administer the loans in a manner that favors their bosses over the public interest.
As if to illustrate the very reason for the prohibition, Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders also took
advantage of their public position to benefit from funds for expenses not contemplated by officially
sanctioned repair programs. Rather than replace a roof, Ms. Saunders remodeled her kitchen, made
other home improvements, and was directly paid over $10,000. Mr. Hobbs used his inflated repair
escrow to install travertine tile and an aquarium. These funds were released by the Board Attorney
without documented approval of the Board for the specific expenses or the “program” under which
they were made available.
In fact, the OIG determined that a lack of internal controls laid the foundation for the misconduct
of Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders. The LHA did not consistently and adequately document Board
action, and there was no documented approval of the full loan criteria. In addition, there was
evidence that significant parts of the process occurred without Board review and that the purported
programs were not effectively communicated to all City staff.

1

She obtained the loan under her former name, Julie Bowers.
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By way of its response the LHA has denied the allegations and claimed that this report contains
inaccuracies. A detailed review of the documents and information provided in the LHA’s response
revealed no evidence requiring any amendment of the OIG’s findings and conclusions. Indeed, the
response raises more questions about the potential mismanagement of the LHA and the integrity of
the documents maintained and provided by the agency. We were able to obtain documents from
other entities that differed from what the LHA provided, demonstrating that the LHA has
misrepresented the completeness and authenticity of its document production. The LHA also
provided differing versions of an executed document. Accordingly, in addition to the
misrepresentations about the previous provision of documents, the agency’s conduct raises
significant doubts about the integrity of any of the documentation it has provided.
The LHA’s response denies the need for corrective action. Nonetheless, this report contains
recommendations for the adoption of significant corrective action to prevent future misconduct.
We note that the LHA utilizes federal funds granted to it by the City of Lauderhill and that the
employees in question work for the LHA solely by virtue of their employment with the City of
Lauderhill. Thus, in the light of the LHA Board’s rejection of the facts and evidence of far
reaching managerial inadequacies, the OIG will also be referring this matter to the City
Commission of Lauderhill. The OIG recommends that the City take independent steps to prevent
future misconduct by City employees and determine if LHA management practices are sufficient to
ensure proper use of the public monies entrusted to it by the City.
The OIG investigation established probable cause to believe that Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders
engaged in acts of ethical misconduct under the State code. Accordingly, we will be referring this
matter to the Florida Commission on Ethics for its independent assessment of the application of
state ethics laws.
OIG CHARTER AUTHORITY
Section 12.01 of the Charter of Broward County empowers the Broward Office of the Inspector
General to investigate misconduct and gross mismanagement within the Charter Government of
Broward County and all of its municipalities. This authority extends to all elected and appointed
officials, employees, and all providers of goods and services to the County and the municipalities.
On his own initiative, or based on a signed complaint, the Inspector General shall commence an
investigation upon a finding of good cause. As part of any investigation, the Inspector General shall
have the power to subpoena witnesses, administer oaths, require the production of documents and
records, and audit any program, contract, and the operations of any division of the County, its
municipalities and any providers.
The Broward Office of the Inspector General is also empowered to issue reports, including
recommendations, and to require officials to provide reports regarding the implementation of those
recommendations.
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THE INDIVIDUALS COVERED IN THIS REPORT
Kennie Hobbs, Jr.
Mr. Hobbs has been an employee of the City of Lauderhill for twenty-six years. He currently serves
as the Assistant City Manager and Finance Director, which includes accounting, purchasing and
budgeting, and non-financial components including economic development, code enforcement,
building and planning, and zoning. He assisted in founding the Lauderhill Housing Authority in 2002
and has been its only Executive Director. As a City employee, his services are included in a service
agreement contract between the City and LHA, but he receives no additional compensation from the
LHA.
Julie Saunders
The City has employed Ms. Saunders, formerly known as Julie Saunders-Bowers or Julie Bowers, for
eleven years, and since 2004 she has worked in the City Finance Department as Operations
Administrator, reporting to Mr. Hobbs. Since 2005 she has also been on the staff of the LHA, serving
first as its Operations Manager and since 2012 as its Deputy Director, as part of her City duties. Since
at least 2009, Ms. Saunders has been the sole employee reporting to Mr. Hobbs at the LHA, and all
other LHA employees (City-provided or LHA direct hires) report to her. She estimated that she
spends approximately twenty hours per week on LHA business.
Alfreda Coward
At all times relevant to this matter, Ms. Coward was the LHA Board’s contracted Board Attorney. She
is not associated with the City or the City Attorney.
RELEVANT GOVERNING AUTHORITY
Public Housing Authorities
Municipal public housing authorities (PHAs) are created by city resolution, and the mayor makes
appointments to the PHA, with approval of the governing body. The PHA commissioners must not
be employees of the municipality and must include at least one resident who rents in a PHA
housing project. The PHA may employ a secretary, who shall be the Executive Director. See
generally, Florida States chapter 421.
F.S. § 421.04, Creation of housing authorities, provides in pertinent part:
(1) In each city, as herein defined, there is hereby created a public body corporate and
politic to be known as the "Housing Authority" of the city; provided, however, that such
authority shall not transact any business or exercise its powers hereunder until or unless
the governing body of the city by proper resolution shall declare that there is need for an
authority to function in such city….
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Lauderhill Housing Authority
The LHA is a PHA and a municipal dependent special district as defined in Florida Statutes § 189.012.
According to the Florida Division of Community Development online records, the City created the
LHA by City resolution 02R-08-139 on November 25, 2002. The LHA was incorporated on February
18, 2011, as a Florida nonprofit corporation. Mr. Hobbs was the incorporator, and has since been the
registered agent, one of five corporate officers, and the Executive Director.
The LHA produced an “Agreement for Administrative and Management Services” between the LHA
and the City to provide administrative and professional services to the LHA. 2 Section I.B.1. of the
agreement states that the “City shall recommend and assign a City employee to serve as the Acting
Executive Director of the Authority. The LHA shall approve or disapprove the recommendation
according to the procedures established in the by-laws of the LHA. The City employee appointed as
the Executive Director shall report to the Board of Commissioners of the LHA and have general
supervision over the administration of the business and affairs of the Authority, and shall be charged
with the management of the housing project and other programs of the Authority, subject to the
discretion of the Authority.” Since his appointment, Mr. Hobbs has continued to serve as Executive
Director at the Board’s pleasure.
The agreement outlined a number of administrative and fiscal services that the City agreed to provide
the LHA, including but not limited to personnel administration, payroll, budget preparation and risk
management, and the option of negotiating additional services that would be detailed in a separate
written agreement.
LHA Executive Director Authority
On September 11, 2012, the LHA Board of Commissioners (Board) approved resolution 12R-09-20,
adopting the LHA bylaws. Among other matters, the bylaws state that the Executive Director shall
have general supervision over the administration of the LHA, subject to the Board’s direction.
Further, the Executive Director shall have the care and custody of all funds and shall be a signatory on
LHA checks, and perform any other duties as directed by the Board. 3
LHA By-Laws Article III, Section 4, Executive Director, provides in relevant part:
The Executive Director of the Authority shall have general supervision over the
administration of the business and affairs of the Authority, subject to the direction of the
Authority. He/she shall be charged with the management of the housing programs of the
Authority. Except as otherwise authorized by resolution of the Authority, the Executive
Director shall sign all contracts, deeds and other instruments made by the Authority.
The Executive Director shall keep the record of the Authority, shall record all votes, and
2

The agreement was for one year with automatic extensions for two additional one-year terms, subject to conditions for
early termination. A review of the LHA minutes from March 2010 through January 2015, did not disclose any further
discussion or resolutions related to extending or re-negotiating the agreement.
3
The LHA did not provide a previous or subsequent iteration of its bylaws, if any exist.
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shall keep a record of the proceedings of the Authority in a journal of proceedings to be
kept for such purpose, and shall perform all duties incident to his/her office. …
The Executive Director shall have the care and custody of all funds of the Authority and
shall deposit the same in the name of the Authority in such bank or banks as the Authority
may select. The Executive Director shall sign all orders and checks for the payment of
money and shall pay out and disburse such moneys under the direction of the Authority.
Except as otherwise authorized by resolution of the Authority, all such orders and checks
shall be countersigned by the Chairman. He shall keep regular books of accounts showing
receipts and expenditures and shall render to the Authority at each regular meeting (or more
often if requested), an account of his/her transactions and also of the financial condition of
the Authority.
LHA Administrative Policies & Procedures Manual No. GA-3, General Administration, Signing
on Behalf of the Authority, and dated October 1, 2009, provides in whole:
All contracts, agreements or other LHA documents requiring the signature of a LHA
official, on behalf of the Lauderhill Housing authority, are to be forwarded to the desk of
the Executive Director. At that time, the Executive Director will make the determination as
to whether the document is to be signed by the Board of Commissioners or Executive
Director.
Under no circumstance should a regular full-time or part-time employee sign
documentation on behalf of the Lauderhill Housing Authority, unless directed otherwise by
the Executive Director. This action could place the LHA in an accountable legal situation
for which they are unfamiliar with the circumstances. Also, it could hold the individual
employee who signs the document, responsible in the event of litigation.
LHA Resolution No. 13R-08-15, A Resolution by the Board of Commissioners of the Lauderhill
Housing Authority Acknowledging the Authority of the Executive Director; Providing for an
Effective Date, and dated August 13, 2013, states in part:
Whereas, the Executive Director has the authority to sign all contracts, agreements, deeds
and other instruments made by the Lauderhill Housing Authority (LHA); and whereas the
Executive Director also has authority to negotiate contracts, in addition to many other
duties, under the direction of the Board of Commissioners, … The Board hereby
acknowledges that as Executive Director, Kennie Hobbs, Jr. has the authority to sign
agreements, memorandums of understanding and other instruments made on the behalf of
the LHA. …
State Ethics Code: Conflicting Contractual Relationship
F.S. § 112.313(7)(a), Conflicting employment or contractual relationship, states in part:
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No public officer or employee of an agency shall have or hold any employment or
contractual relationship with any business entity or any agency which is subject to the
regulation of, or is doing business with, an agency of which he is an officer or employee…;
nor shall an officer or employee of an agency have or hold any employment or contractual
relationship that will create a continuing or frequently recurring conflict between his or her
private interests and the performance of his or her public duties or that would impede the
full and faithful discharge of his or her public duties. …
F.S. § 112.322(3) grants the Florida Commission on Ethics the power to issue binding advisory
opinions about the applicability and meaning of the State Ethics Code’s provisions, “to establish
the standard of public duty.” The Commission has issued several such opinions that address public
employees and officials’ access to benefits they administer and oversee, including:
•

Commission on Ethics Opinion (CEO) 06-10 (June 14, 2006). It held that no prohibited
conflict of interest would be created under F.S. § 112.313(7)(a), if state employees were
to participate in cost-share programs administered by a division of their own agency,
because the employees had “absolutely no role” in evaluating their own applications or
in monitoring their compliance with program requirements.

•

CEO 9-76 (November 30, 1990). The Commission concluded that there would be a
prohibited conflict of interest under F.S. § 112.313(7)(a) if the chairman of the Palm
Beach County Solid Waste Authority applied for a county waste tire grant under a
program administered by the waste authority, even where there was no competition for
funds.

•

CEO 88-52 (July 28, 1988) held that a prohibited conflict of interest would be created
under F.S. § 112.313(7), Florida Statutes, if an employee in a city's rental rehabilitation
program were to obtain a low interest or deferred principal loan from his own agency to
rehabilitate rental property through the program in which he worked. The employee’s
involvement in the program included taking information and transposing it to an
evaluation form, after which his supervisor made the evaluation whether the loan
should be granted based on set criteria. Although the employee had little or no
discretion in exercising this function, the Commission opined that these duties made
him “directly involved in the administration of the program under which he would
obtain the loan.” The Commission concluded that the employee's contractual
relationship with his agency would impede the full and faithful discharge of his public
duties.

INVESTIGATION
Investigation Overview
This investigation was predicated on information alleging that Mr. Hobbs engaged in misconduct
by using his position as LHA Executive Director to obtain a mortgage loan from the LHA that
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personally benefited him and his wife. The OIG substantiated the allegations. 4 The investigation
revealed probable cause to believe that Mr. Hobbs and his subordinate, Ms. Saunders, violated
state law prohibiting public employees from entering into certain contractual relationships. By
obtaining a loan from a program they were responsible for overseeing, they each created a conflict
between their personal interests and public duties. They further took advantage of their public
position to benefit from funds, with the cooperation of the Board Attorney, for expenses not
contemplated by officially sanctioned repair programs.
This investigation included the examination by OIG Special Agents of City and LHA documents, files,
and correspondence; the real estate file for Ms. Saunders’s property; closing agent records; and State
Attorney’s Office (SAO) documents. We also obtained and reviewed records of the City, the LHA,
Broward County, and the Broward County Property Appraiser. 5 OIG Special Agents also conducted
interviews of Ms. Saunders, the LHA loan review committee chair, and the LHA Board clerk.
The Employee Loan Program
In an April 7, 2010, letter to the LHA Board, Mr. Hobbs proposed that the LHA establish a
Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP), including mortgage lending, using NSP funds for
residents and employees who qualify for government programs and using City pension funds for
employees who do not. (Exhibit 1) Mr. Hobbs reported that LHA staff had met with the City’s
pension boards and requested that they invest in the LHA NSP programs, which included a loan
program for employees exceeding HUD’s income limits.6 The letter concluded by saying that a
formal lending policy would be presented to the Board to address “credit scores, interest rates, debt
ratios and payment methods, among other things.”
On April 13, 2010, the Board’s meeting packet materials included this letter as supporting
documentation related to resolution 10R-04-23. The Board discussed and passed this resolution,
which authorized the LHA Executive Director to execute the necessary notes with three of the four
city pension boards: the Police Retirement System, the Firefighters Retirement System, and the
Lauderhill Confidential and Managerial Employees Retirement Plan. On May 1, 2010, the three
pension boards agreed to lend a total of $2.4 million of their pension funds to the LHA to fund its
mortgage programs, and in August 2014 the police pension board invested an additional $1
million.
1. Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders Were the Managers Who Oversaw the Program
The investigation determined that Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders were, respectively, the first and
second in command of all LHA functions since before either received their loan. An
4

The OIG also received an allegation that Mr. Hobbs wrongfully “registered” his new home under an alias, ostensibly to
hide the mortgage transaction, but we determined this allegation to be unfounded when we learned that the Broward
Property Appraiser’s Office assigned the alias upon Mr. Hobbs’s request to exempt his name from public records searches
under Florida Statutes Chapter 119, which he was entitled to do because of his position.
5
We did not undertake a review of LHA loans that did not involve pension funding.
6
The subject of this report is only the pension funded employee loan program utilized for loans made to six employees
through November 2014.
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organizational chart published on the LHA’s website, dated September 30, 2009, included Mr.
Hobbs as the Executive Director, and Ms. Saunders as the Operations Manager. (Exhibit 2)
There was no position on the chart for a Deputy Director and no superior to Ms. Saunders other
than Mr. Hobbs. We also located an undated organizational chart published on the LHA
website under the cover of their fiscal year 2015 budget. (Exhibit 3) This chart is materially
the same as the first, except that it identified Ms. Saunders as the Deputy Director. Both charts
show Ms. Saunders as the sole direct subordinate of Mr. Hobbs, with all other LHA staff and
employees being subordinate to Ms. Saunders. 7
As Executive Director, Mr. Hobbs played an active and important role in the administration of
the loan program. The LHA produced an undated flow chart titled, “Lauderhill Housing
Authority Loan Approval Process,” that outlined whose approval was required (and when) in
processing a mortgage loan application. (Exhibit 4) It specified that the Loan Review
Committee—comprised of two employees who report to Mr. Hobbs—reviews the application,
verifies income and credit, and then recommends approval or denial to the Executive Director
or his designee. If the Executive Director accepts a recommendation to deny, the application is
no longer considered. If the Executive Director accepts an approval recommendation, he may
approve the loan without Board action if the loan is for less than $200,000. If the Executive
Director accepts an approval recommendation for a loan application for $200,000 or more, the
item is placed on the Board agenda for its review, discussion, and approval or denial.
Finally, it was apparent that the personnel involved in the employee loan program were
subordinate to Mr. Hobbs in both their City and LHA capacities. As the Finance Director for
the City, all Finance employees, including Ms. Saunders, are under Mr. Hobbs’s supervision
while performing their City duties and are also subordinate to him as the LHA’s Executive
Director when performing LHA duties. Other Finance employees subordinate to Mr. Hobbs
include the following: the Deputy Finance Director, who also serves as the chairperson of the
LHA Loan Review Committee; the City Redevelopment Analyst, who also serves on the Loan
Review Committee; the City Comptroller, who receives and monitors the LHA loan payments
and reports on the LHA’s financial performance; and the Administrative Manager, who serves
as the LHA Board Clerk and, as of April 2015, its custodian of records. 8
2. LHA Staff Established the Standard Loan Terms
The OIG was not provided with documentation evidencing that the LHA Board reviewed and
approved any standard, general terms for the loans. Nevertheless, we did locate Conditional
Approval Letters signed by LHA staff, including Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders, which spelled
out such requirements and terms as:

7

The LHA Board meeting minutes of March 16, 2010 (over one year prior to Ms. Saunders receiving her LHA mortgage),
noted that the presence of “Julie Bowers, Deputy Director, Lauderhill Housing Authority.” Ms. Saunders was present at
each LHA Board meeting for which we were provided minutes. In the minutes, she was titled “Deputy Director” on March
16, 2010, “Operations Administrator” between April 2010 and October 2014, and then “Deputy Director” from November
2014 to January 2015, the most recent minutes we reviewed.
8
The Board Clerk presented herself as the LHA records custodian pursuant to OIG subpoena 14-023-003.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

keeping all financial obligations current during the processing of the loan;
LHA reserving the right to require updates of documentation more than 90 days old;
any false or erroneous statement on the application rendering the loan approval null
and void;
security by way of a promissory note, lien, and title insurance;
no subordinate financing;
hazard insurance proof prior to closing;
flood insurance;
real estate tax, hazard insurance, and flood insurance escrow; and
fee recovery by credit card previously provided.

The investigation uncovered no evidence to establish, or even to suggest, that the Board saw
these letters or any other document that laid out the general terms for the loans.
The Loans to Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders
Between March 7, 2011 and June 12, 2014, the LHA funded six employees under its pensionfunded loan program, for a total of $1,446,798. 9 Mr. Hobbs received the largest loan of $375,000,
and Ms. Saunders received the second largest loan of $318,150, which together comprised 48
percent of the funding to the six employees. They were the only employees who qualified for the
lowest interest rate of 6 percent, the rate established in June 2010 upon the recommendation of
staff. 10
The LHA funded repair escrows for four of the borrowers—Mr. Hobbs, Ms. Saunders, employee
G.C., and employee C.P. 11 The escrows and loans are identified in the table below:

9

In addition to the pension-funded employee loans, nine other employees received NSP loans totaling $877,808. We did
not review the administration of those loans.
10
The best interest rate under the original lending criteria, purportedly passed in May 2010, was 7 percent.
11
On September 20, 2012, Hobbs authorized the Board Attorney to establish an escrow to receive $24,000 in funds for the
benefit of C.P. for significant property repairs on a home he purchased for $161,000 under this loan program. Mr. Hobbs
reported this escrow funding to the Board, which was noted in the minutes of the September 25, 2012 meeting. Hobbs
advised the Board that C.P. had expected an NSP grant, but the funding ran out, and the $24,000 was considered to be a
loan. Although this was internally characterized as a second mortgage, it was not recorded. With this second loan, the LHA
lent a total of $185,000 to C.P., $15,000 in excess of the appraised value of the property. See Footnote 13, below.
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OIG Table 1
Date

Employee and Position

03/07/11

G.C., Police Officer 12
Julie Saunders,
Deputy Director
J.C., Driver Engineer/
Paramedic
C.P., Police Officer
C.P. 13
W.L., Police Officer
Kennie Hobbs, Jr.,
Executive Director

06/13/11
12/15/11
05/09/12
07/30/12
10/02/13
06/12/14

Purchase
Price

Loan
Amount

Appraised
Value

Escrow
Funding

197,700

204,648

Unknown

7,000

301,000

318,150

320,000

19,000

175,000

175,000

175,000

0

165,000

170,000

195,000

161,000
24,000
189,000

195,000

0
(24,000)
0

370,000

375,000

375,000

8,920

TOTAL

1,446,798

Mr. Hobbs Received a Loan From the Agency He Directed and Continues to Direct, and his Repair
Escrow Was Not Established in a Way to Protect the LHA’s Interests
Well before and ever since Mr. Hobbs applied for a loan from the LHA, he has held the position of
Executive Director of the LHA, the top staff member of the agency that administered the loan
program.
1. Mr. Hobbs’s Loan Application Was Processed by His Subordinates
On April 30, 2014, his wife and he signed a loan application and submitted supporting
documents to pre-qualify for a $390,000 mortgage for the purchase of a primary single-family
residence. No property was identified in the application.
On May 7, 2014, Mr. Hobbs’s subordinate S.H., in his capacity as chair of the Loan Review
Committee, signed a loan calculation worksheet that concluded that the couple qualified for a
loan of $786,034 based on gross pay and $715,512 based on net pay. S.H. and T.D., the other
member of the Loan Review Committee and also subordinate to Mr. Hobbs, recommended preapproval of a $390,000 loan. During an interview with the OIG, S.H. stated that, upon his own
12
The LHA did not provide the OIG with a copy of an appraisal for G.C.’s property. G.C.’s escrow was established to
assist in the repair of an estimated $30,000 worth of roof and mold damage. The same title company used to close Mr.
Hobbs’s loan was employed to close G.C.’s loan and administer his escrow. The Board Attorney informed us there were
no available escrow records for this file.
13
We question the wisdom of investing City pension funds in this manner. C.P.’s second loan was never recorded and
apparently was uncollateralized, not surprising since most of the second loan amount exceeded the value of the home. We
reviewed several e-mails between Mr. Hobbs, Loan Review Committee member T.D., and the Board Attorney initially
seeking to modify the $165,000 loan to a single mortgage for the “true loan amount of $185,000 ($161,000 principle [sic]
plus $24,000 rehabilitation costs).” LHA ultimately gave this second loan, characterized as a second mortgage, for
$24,000 instead of correcting the first loan. The loan was funded on July 30, 2012, but apparently as an escrow; an escrow
agreement was executed between LHA and the Board Attorney on September 20, 2012. We observed invoices from a
construction company to Mr. and Mrs. P as “backup” to checks paid from the escrow, as well as a release of $1,362.50 in
remainder directly to the employee, with a notation in the memo line, “home improvements.”
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volition, he forwarded the worksheet with his recommendation to Ms. Saunders, who was also
Mr. Hobbs’s subordinate. Ms. Saunders also recommended approval of the loan and signed her
name over the title of Executive Director. No provision exists within the resolutions, bylaws,
or policies that the LHA provided to us that authorized Ms. Saunders to execute such a
document or act on behalf of the LHA in this way, except as derived from the direct
authorization of Mr. Hobbs. She placed the loan request on the agenda for the May 13, 2014,
LHA Board meeting.
The May 13, 2014, LHA Board agenda and minutes referenced, among other matters, the
LHA’s review of the Hobbs loan. The Board Attorney and Ms. Saunders were also present at
the meeting. The minutes do not reflect that any person present raised the issue of a potential
violation of a State law and Ms. Saunders told the OIG that she did not recall any discussion
regarding Mr. Hobbs’s loan. At Ms. Saunders’s request, S.H. presented the $385,000 loan
application to the Board. The minutes did not identify Mr. Hobbs as the borrower, but they did
reflect that the Board received and reviewed the application and that a discussion followed out
of the presence of the Executive Director. 14 The motion passed on a four to one vote. 15 Also
on that date, Ms. Saunders executed a prequalification letter to Mr. Hobbs, her superior, on
behalf of the LHA. (Exhibit 5)
2. Mr. Hobbs Received a Loan from the Loan Program He Developed and Oversaw
On May 21, 2014, Mr. Hobbs signed a real estate contract for the $370,000 purchase of a
single-family primary residence, contingent on LHA financing. The cost estimate summary
contained in a May 27, 2014 home inspection report recommended miscellaneous repairs
estimated to cost between $1,750 and $2,075. (Exhibit 6)
We noted that the LHA ordered the Hobbs appraisal, which listed Ms. Saunders as the
client contact. (Exhibit 7) Although the appraisal noted that the property was “currently
under contract for $375,000 based on contract provided to the appraiser,” the sales contract
we saw had a purchase price of $370,000. The appraiser valued the property at $375,000.
Mr. Hobbs received a $375,000 loan from the LHA and purchased the property on June 12,
2014. Although Mr. Hobbs contributed $11,100 down payment at closing, the required 3
percent of the purchase price, Mr. Hobbs benefited from an $8,920.01 repair escrow, reducing
his total contribution towards the purchase to less than 1 percent. 16
14

In an internal email authored by Mr. Hobbs, he suggested that, because he met all the program requirements and stepped
out during the Board’s deliberation and vote, that there was no conflict of interest in his receiving the loan (Exhibit 8).
15
We sought to interview the dissenting Board member to ask him why, but he declined our request.
16
A review of the final HUD-1 settlement statement and the few supporting records provided by the Board Attorney
showed that Mr. Hobbs made an initial earnest money deposit of $5,000 and a subsequent payment of $6,100 cash-to-close
for a total of $11,100. The Hobbs purchase was closed by attorney G.A., the sole officer and director of the title company
employed for this transaction, at the Board Attorney’s Lauderhill office. After we issued this title company a subpoena for
the production of Mr. Hobbs’s title file, we received a letter from its attorney, Veronica Robinson, that asserted an
attorney-client privilege on behalf of the title company’s client LHA. We asked the Board Attorney to consult her client
about whether it desired to maintain the privilege and, on December 10, 2014, Ms. Robinson informed us that the Board
had decided to do so.
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The LHA produced a fixed rate note and a mortgage. They noted a loan of $375,000 at 6
percent interest. Payments were to be made bi-weekly commencing August 29, 2014, and said
payments would be made by automated payroll deduction. Provisions for late charges and
default were included in the note. Mr. and Mrs. Hobbs signed the note and mortgage on June
12, 2014.
3. Two Months After the Closing, Ms. Saunders Signed an Escrow Agreement That
Allowed for Discretionary Disbursement of Any Remainder
Less than two years after Mr. Hobbs authorized a $10,135.81 check to Ms. Saunders—the
remaining balance of her escrow as described below—Ms. Saunders signed an escrow
agreement on behalf of the LHA to establish an $8,920.01 escrow to benefit Mr. Hobbs. The
Board Attorney provided the OIG with an August 11, 2014, “Trust Funds/Escrow Agreement”
on her firm’s letterhead. (Exhibit 9) Closing documents established that this escrow was
funded with the loan monies the LHA lent to Mr. Hobbs for the purchase of his home as
described above.
The Board Attorney served as the escrow agent, and the escrow agreement was between her
firm and the LHA as its client. It was dated approximately two months after the closing and
one month after a public records request by the media to the LHA Board Attorney for records
relating to the Hobbs mortgage. The agreement acknowledged the firm’s receipt of $8,920.01
for the benefit of Mr. Hobbs’s repair escrow. The agreement stated, “These funds shall be used
exclusively for renovations or repairs of the property….” It also said that “the funds shall be
distributed directly to the vendors or any other person/entity at the Client’s discretion.” But
there was no person who did not ultimately report to the borrower who could have acted for the
client, LHA, in exercising such discretion.
The agreement was signed by the Board Attorney for her firm, and by Ms. Saunders over the
title of Deputy Director. Again, the only authority on which Ms. Saunders could have relied to
sign this document was the authority given to her by the Executive Director.
The Hobbs escrow agreement did not include protective language that was included in an
escrow agreement for City employee C.P. that was executed two years earlier. That
employee’s escrow agreement, signed by the Board Attorney (for her firm) and Mr. Hobbs (for
the LHA) in September 2012 restricted the disbursement of any escrow remainder by
providing, “Any funds remaining after completion of the improvements shall be returned to
LHA or to the title agent conducting the refinancing as directed by LHA.” (Exhibit 10) There
is no evidence in the minutes that any escrow agreement was ever presented to the Board for
approval.
4. Although Only $2,075 in Repairs Was Recommended by the Home Inspector, Mr. Hobbs
Received a Repair Escrow of $8,920
As a part of the investigation, OIG Special Agents compared the home inspector’s
recommendation of a maximum of $2,075 in repair and replacement costs (Exhibit 6) with the
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$8,920.01 amount of Mr. Hobbs’s repair escrow (Exhibit 9). Mr. Hobbs told the State
Attorney’s Office (SAO) 17 that there were “hollow points or whatever” affecting the structure
of the home’s wood flooring, which he discovered after the inspection but before closing. He
said he obtained estimates to replace the floor. He did not attempt to explain (nor were we able
to ascertain) exactly how the $8,920 escrow was funded, when the amount he borrowed from
the LHA was just $5,000 over the purchase price.
The LHA provided a spreadsheet that reflected the Board Attorney’s firm’s disbursements
from the Hobbs escrow in August and September 2014 to a tile business, a luxury aquarium
business, and a painter. (Exhibit 11) Mr. Hobbs said that he agreed with an aquarium
contractor to fold in the costs of moving, installing plumbing, and wiring his aquarium with the
cost of replacing the floor with tile. 18
As backup to the escrow payments, the LHA provided us with copies of cancelled checks and
invoices that reflected payments for travertine tile ($2,025); mortar, grout, demolition, and tile
installation ($5,789); and interior painting materials and labor ($1,105). 19 The LHA’s 2011
Rehabilitation/Weatherization/Property Improvement Programs Administrative Policies and
Procedures (Rehabilitation Program), addressed below, appears to be LHA’s attempted
justification for the disbursements from Mr. Hobbs’s escrow. However, the Hobbs trust
fund/escrow agreement does not refer to the 2011 Rehabilitation Program, and when we asked
in August 2014 for documents “evidencing the housing program(s) under which the loans were
funded, including but not limited to brochures, program requirements, funding guidelines,
repayment and forgiveness conditions, …” the LHA did not provide the 2011 Rehabilitation
Program policies and procedures document. We did not receive a copy of it until we
independently learned of its existence and then requested it by name.
Ms. Saunders Was Given Special Treatment in the Administration of Her Loan and Roof
Replacement Escrow
At the times she applied for and received her loan, Ms. Saunders was the City’s Operations
Administrator, reporting to Mr. Hobbs. She also served as the LHA Operations Manager, second
in command of LHA staff and also under Mr. Hobbs. She became Deputy Director of the LHA in
late 2012. 20

17

Mr. Hobbs gave a sworn statement to the State Attorney’s Office on July 16, 2015, which is summarized below.
He also said that the escrow did not cover all the expenses and that he paid more to the aquarium contractor and painter.
19
During the April 20, 2015, statement of the LHA “custodian of records,” the Board Attorney informed us that she (the
attorney) had recently placed these records into the loan files at the LHA offices, from which the custodian retrieved them.
20
In a January 15, 2015, e-mail to the OIG, the Board Attorney commented on Ms. Saunders’s employment history and
duties. She wrote that, in 2012, when Ms. Saunders received her LHA loan, she was not the Deputy Director but was
rather the Operations Manager, which did not include oversight of the loan program. The attorney further averred that,
other than her review of Mr. Hobbs’s loan application, Ms. Saunders did not participate in the loan review or
administration process for any other loans under the loan program.
18
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1. The 2010 Application and Approval for $280,000 Occurred One Year Before Ms.
Saunders Bought Her Home
The documents provided to the OIG by the LHA establish that Ms. Saunders applied for a loan
and signed a sale-purchase contract on July 6, 2010 (unsigned by the would-be seller) for a
purchase price of $240,000 and financing of $232,800. Staff also generated a loan calculation
worksheet which was signed by Mr. Hobbs on the same day. 21 (Exhibit 12) This was just two
months after the pensions funded the loan program, and it was the first application submitted
under the loan program. The LHA Board approved a loan of up to $280,000 on July 12, 2010,
but apparently this sale fell through.
2. In 2011 Staff Committed LHA to Loan Ms. Saunders Another $40,000 Before Board
Approval and Without a Second Application
Nine months later, Ms. Saunders (on April 11, 2011) and another seller (on April 19, 2011)
signed a real estate sales contract for the purchase of a single family residence for $320,000,
contingent on her receiving 97 percent funding at no more than a six percent interest rate. This
was $40,000 more than the LHA Board had approved to lend her as of that date.
The LHA provided a TransUnion credit report for Ms. Saunders that was run on March 9,
2011. On April 18, 2011, Mr. Hobbs and the Loan Review Committee chair signed off on a
Loan Processing Worksheet approving a loan to Ms. Saunders for up to $320,036 based on her
gross pay and $375,203 based on her net pay, at six percent interest rate based on her credit
score. 22 (Exhibit 13)
On April 18, 2011, a Mortgage Loan Commitment 23 was prepared and signed by Ms. Saunders,
Mr. Hobbs, and S.H., reflecting that Ms. Saunders was approved for a $310,400 LHA loan.
(Exhibit 14) A Conditional Approval Letter from the LHA to Ms. Saunders for $320,000 was
dated and signed by her on May 2, 2011, 24 and signed by Mr. Hobbs and by S.H. (Exhibit 15)
We saw no authority for staff to author either document, as the LHA Board did not approve a
loan to her for higher than $280,000 until May 10, 2011.
The May 10, 2011, LHA Board meeting minutes reflect only that “Three applications for LHA
financing were submitted to the Board for approval. The Commissioners reviewed each
applicant’s employment, credit and financial history on an individual basis and verified that the
applicants met the LHA established lending criteria. The loan committee recommended
approval for each loan. As such, all three applications were approved for financing.” The
Board Attorney informed the OIG that Ms. Saunders’s loan application was among them.
There was no roll call vote recorded (all commissioners in attendance would have had to vote
21

The Loan Committee Chair and the Board chair also signed this document on unknown date(s).
The Board chair also signed this document on an unknown date.
23
Although our requests and subpoenas called for its production, the LHA failed to provide this document to us.
24
The Conditional Approval Letter in Ms. Saunders’s closing file from the title company was signed by her on June 6,
2011, and included a Conditions Addendum that was missing in the version we received from the LHA, as discussed
below.
22
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to approve to meet a majority). (Exhibit 16) The minutes did not reflect the loan amounts that
were approved and, in fact, the entire record in the OIG’s possession is devoid of proof of the
amount the Board approved to loan Ms. Saunders in 2011. 25
In the documents that the LHA provided, there was no evidence that the LHA required Ms.
Saunders to update the original, year-old application. In reviewing Broward County’s official
records, we located a mortgage foreclosure action and lis pendens on a condominium owned by
Ms. Saunders and her then husband, which were filed on September 16, 2011. Neither this
property address nor the creditor was listed in Ms. Saunders’s 2010 loan application, even
though she purchased and borrowed on it on or about May 19, 2006, and was not divested of it
until August 27, 2013. 26 If a borrower discloses in a loan application unfavorable details that
are material to a lender, the lender might decide not to give the loan. If a borrower hides
unfavorable details material to a lender, the lender might later have recourse in case damages
result from the omissions. By not requiring a borrower to complete a new application after
circumstances have changed for the worse, a lender gives the borrower an opportunity to omit
new, potentially unfavorable details and thereby evade the effect of disclosing or hiding such
details.
3. Ms. Saunders’s 2011 Loan Approval Increased Inexplicably
A comparison of the July 6, 2010, and April 18, 2011, worksheets (Exhibits 12 and 13) reveals
just a 7 percent increase in annual income to $99,108, as well as debts that also increased
slightly. The 2010 worksheet resulted in a maximum loan amount of $238,979 based on gross
pay or a maximum loan amount of $280,060 based on net pay. Yet, the later worksheet
concluded that Ms. Saunders’s maximum loan amount should be $320,036 or $375,203 (based
on gross and net pay, respectively), an increase of 34 percent under either calculation.
We also noted that there was disparate treatment of the applicants as reflected in the table
below comparing the data from loan calculation worksheets:

25
Because Board meeting agendas and minutes did not reflect the borrower-employee names or loan amounts sought, and
because we were not provided with Board packets for the meetings at which employee loans were purportedly approved,
we were required to rely on the Board Attorney’s statements in determining whose loans were approved, when, and for
what amounts.
26
In Ms. Saunders’s July 2010 application, she did include her housing costs and that she owned a residence.
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OIG Table 2
Borrower

Gross
Annual
Income1

Net
Annual
Income

G.C.

$ 96,138

$ 71,945

Allowable
Gross
Monthly
Housing Cost
$ 2,483.57

$ 248,357

Allowable
Net
Monthly
Housing Cost
$ 2,278.26

$ 99,108

$ 94,788

$2,560.29

$ 320,036

$ 3,001.62

$ 375,203

$ 92,919

$ 59,166

$ 2,400.42

$ 240,042

$ 1,873.62

$ 187,362

C.P.

$ 90,760

$ 50,593

$ 2,344.64

$ 234,464

$ 1,602.14

$ 160,214

W.L.

$ 101,294

$ 65,867

$ 2,616.76

$ 261,676

$ 2,085.82

$ 208,582

Kennie
Hobbs

$ 304,271

$ 225,951

$ 7,860.35

$ 786,035

$ 7,155.12

$ 715,512

Julie
Saunders
J.C.

1

Max Loan
Based on
Gross

Max Loan
Based on
Net
$ 227,826

Combined household income.

The OIG found that Ms. Saunders’s maximum loan was calculated differently than for the
other five loan recipients. For all other recipients, the calculation of maximum loan appears to
be a mere multiplication by 100 of the maximum allowable monthly housing cost; for Ms.
Saunders the multiplier is 125. Despite having a lower income, Ms. Saunders was granted a
higher maximum loan amount than employee W.L., whose higher income only qualified him
for a maximum loan amount of $261,676 based on gross income. (Exhibit 17) No additional
income information is documented on the worksheet to explain the variation in loan amounts.
We note that the home Ms. Saunders sought to purchase for her second application was priced
at $320,000 at the time of her application. Had the loan amount calculation remained
consistent with all other applicants, she would have only qualified for a $300,155 maximum
loan, not enough to make the purchase.
4. A Roof Replacement Escrow, Without an Escrow Agreement, Was Established Despite
the Fact that a New Roof Was Not Needed or Obtained
On May 4, 2011, Ms. Saunders’s sales contract was amended to include a price reduction from
$320,000 to $301,000. The addendum stated, “Buyer and seller agree that due to the roof
needing to be replaced, the seller will reduce the purchase price by $19,000. The new purchase
price will be $301,000 and the lender will place the $19,000 seller reduction in escrow toward
roof replacement.” The addendum (the last page of the contract) was signed by Ms. Saunders
and the seller. (Exhibit 18)
The HUD-1 settlement statement executed on June 13, 2011, reflected a sales price of
$301,000 and an LHA loan in the principal amount of $318,150. It also revealed, “Roof
escrow to [Board Attorney’s law firm] $19,000.00.” Records we reviewed established that the
closing agent forwarded $19,000 to the law firm.
The Board Attorney informed the OIG that there was no escrow agreement between her firm
and her client, the LHA, whose monies funded this “roof escrow.” In a February 13, 2015,
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letter to the SAO, she wrote that, “I would also note that the roof escrow in this case should
have been titled a repair escrow, as was done in all other instances similar in nature.” And she
told us that there were no lender’s instructions for the escrow.
As noted above, we observed an unnumbered addendum to Ms. Saunders’s purchase and sale
contract that noted a $19,000 reduction in the contract price, with $19,000 to be placed in
escrow toward roof replacement, “due to the roof on [address omitted] needing to be replaced”
(last page of Exhibit 18).
Additionally, the title company provided the OIG with a different Conditional Approval Letter
than what the LHA did. The LHA’s version was issued to and signed by “Julie SaundersBowers” on May 2, 2011. (Exhibit 15) The title company’s copy was issued to and signed by
“Julie Saunders” on June 6, 2011, and included a Conditions Addendum that was missing from
the LHA’s copy. (Exhibit 19) The Conditions Addendum noted several borrower conditions,
including
5. Based on the attached roof inspection roof needs to be replaced since estimated
remaining life is from 0-2 yr. (copy of final roof inspection should be presented
upon completion or funds must be escrowed at closing. Escrowed funds will be
held by the Authority and disbursement made directly to the vendor once roof is
replaced.) (Emphasis added.)
Even though both the appraiser and the roof inspector noted that a roof replacement was not
necessary, the seller agreed to a $19,000 reduction in the sale price of the house due to the roof
needing to be replaced. Specifically, the appraiser noted that “[t]he subject is listed in the
Multiple Listing Service for $329,000. The property was listed on April 8, 2011 and received a
sales contract on April 19, 2011 for $320,000,” and he valued the property at $320,000. 27
(Exhibit 20) The roof inspector recommended only $2,640 in roof repairs and estimated zero
to two years of roof life remaining. (Exhibit 21) The roof inspection report noted, “Repair
cracked tile, re-adhere loose hip and ridge tile, repair soffit and fascia, rework valley.”
City records reveal that no permit to replace the roof has been pulled since Ms. Saunders
purchased the house over four years ago.
5. Escrow Payments Went to Painting, Cabinet Remodeling, Landscaping, Plumbing, and
Ms. Saunders Instead of Replacing the Roof or Paying Down Principal
The payments that the Board Attorney made from the escrow, which was operated out of her
firm’s trust account, occurred over the twelve months following the purchase. (Exhibit 22)
Indeed, they did not go to a roof replacement. Instead, the Board Attorney provided receipts
for roof repair ($3,300), interior painting, kitchen cabinet remodeling, trees, plants, top soil,
27

He further wrote, “In addition to the inspection reports provided by the borrower, the borrower has provided two roof
replacement cost estimates. As noted in the preceding inspection reports, neither the home inspector nor the roof inspector
has recommended replacing the roof. Therefore, no deductions or modification to our value estimate has been made
concerning these roof replacement estimates.”
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mulch, tree trimming, and plumbing. Between April 18, 2012, and June 8, 2012, the law firm
also issued Ms. Saunders three reimbursement checks totaling $2,059.19, for home repairs,
improvement and appliance purchases.
On November 5, 2012, Mr. Hobbs authorized the release of the remainder of $10,135.81 in Ms.
Saunders’s “roof escrow” directly to Ms. Saunders. (Exhibit 23) The Board Attorney law
firm’s trust account check dated November 9, 2012, was disbursed directly to Ms. Saunders,
with a memo notation of “Remaining balance.” (Exhibit 24) Mr. Hobbs told the SAO that Ms.
Saunders had pending bills that qualified for reimbursement, “[s]o in light of that, I instructed
Ms. Coward to refund her the balance with the condition that the dollars be spent on making
the improvements to the home.” We first note that if there were pending bills that qualified for
reimbursement, the procedure employed until that time should have continued. Moreover,
neither Mr. Hobbs’s authorization letter (Exhibit 23) nor the trust account check (Exhibit 24)
reflected any condition or any enforcement procedure for failing to abide by any condition.
The LHA produced copies of checks, sales checks, invoices, receipts, online bank statements,
and emails purporting to justify the disbursement of this money to Ms. Saunders, but these
documents were for such items as wood flooring, kitchen appliances, electrical repair, tree
trimming, and garage door repair, and they were dated from just before the final disbursement
to October 2014, which was after we commenced our inquiry and almost two years after the
final disbursement to Ms. Saunders.
Each of the many disbursements from the escrow was inconsistent with the original stated
purpose for the escrow, the replacement of the roof (final page of Exhibit 18) and the condition
within the addendum to the Conditional Approval Letter that “escrowed funds will be held by
the Authority and disbursement made directly to the vendor once roof is replaced.” (Exhibit
19) The City did have a program titled 2011 “Rehabilitation/Weatherization Programs Policies
and Procedures for the City of Lauderhill,” discussed above. The disbursements could not be
justified under that program, and the LHA program did not exist when Ms. Saunders’s escrow
was established. In addition, as noted above, we could not locate any Board knowledge or
approval of the LHA’s 2011 Rehabilitation Program, which was dated June 24, 2011, eleven
days after the loan closed and the escrow was funded. (Exhibit 25) Thus, although the loan
was for no more than the appraised value, no notice was given to the Board for the lending of
money for replacement of the roof, the disbursements that were contrary to the stated purpose
for the escrow, or the return of over $10,000 in remainder to the borrower in lieu of a reduction
of the principal. 28
Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders Were Aware of the Conflict Prohibition They Violated
HUD requires a conflict check and waiver for LHA and City employees who receive HUD
funding. HUD’s regulations generally prohibit a HUD recipient’s employees and Board members
28

By contrast, employee C.P.’s escrow agreement, signed by the Board Attorney (for her firm) and Mr. Hobbs (for the
LHA) in September 2012 restricted the disbursement of remainder by providing, “Any funds remaining after completion of
the improvements shall be returned to LHA or to the title agent conducting the refinancing as directed by LHA” (Exhibit
10).
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from having any personal or financial interest in any transaction funded by HUD. However, a
recipient agency may request HUD to waive the conflict of interest for good cause if there is public
disclosure and an opinion of the grantee or recipient’s attorney that the exception does not violate
state and local law. HUD then weighs hardship to the recipient or person affected against the
public interest served by avoiding the conflict and, if approved, provides the waiver in writing. 29
The City’s rehabilitation loan program, discussed above under “Rehabilitation/Weatherization/
Property Improvement Program,” included a restriction that read:
No … public official or employee who exercises any functions or responsibilities
in conjunction with the administration of the housing rehabilitation shall have any
interest, direct or indirect, in the proceeds or benefits of the rehabilitation grant
program unless participation is advertised to the public. In those cases where the
interest may not be direct or indirect and conflict of interest in only “apparent”,
the City must contact HUD for clarification before proceeding.
We obtained July 20, 2010, letters from Mr. Hobbs to HUD requesting conflict of interest waivers
for several employees and stating that the City had obtained legal opinions that there was no
conflict of interest, that no state or local laws would be violated, and that notice and an opportunity
to be heard had been given to the public regarding the requests for waivers. Ms. Saunders was
copied on the letters (example at Exhibit 26).
The LHA provided the OIG with March 2012 emails from a HUD representative to Ms. Saunders
asking for letters for other employees “certifying” that they “have not performed or exercised any
functions or responsibilities in the past, currently, or are expected to perform in the future in
relation to the City’s NSP 1 and NSP 3 programs” and requesting “written assurance” of a public
disclosure as well as a description of how the disclosure was made. (Exhibit 27)
We also reviewed several letters written by the Board Attorney to HUD from November 2011 to
February 2013, stating that she had reviewed “Florida Statutes Section 112.313” 30 and that it was
her legal opinion that the subject employees’ purchase of property with HUD funding did not
violate state or local law. (See example attached as Exhibit 28)
Thus, it is clear that, at the time Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders applied for loans from their own
agency, they and the Board Attorney were well aware of the Florida law prohibiting public
employees from engaging in conduct that creates a frequently recurring conflict between their
personal interests and the interest of the governmental entity they serve.
The LHA Lacked Internal Controls for the Employee Loan Program
The OIG determined that a lack of internal controls laid the foundation for the misconduct of Mr.
Hobbs and Ms. Saunders. We identified a lack of adequate documentation of official Board action,

29
30

24 CFR Sec. 570.611.
This is the state law that is the subject of the misconduct we find against Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders in this report.
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references to documents that were not produced, and a selective use of “programs” that did not
apply to the funds in question.
1. There Was No Documented Board Approval of Full Lending Criteria
The LHA produced two undated versions of “lending criteria,” which the Board Attorney
informed us were the only relevant documents reviewed by the LHA Board prior to voting
on the criteria in May and June 2010. She also informed us that the Loan Review
Committee used no other criteria for determining whether to approve a loan.
The May 2010 version of the criteria set the best interest rate at 7 percent interest for FICO
credit scores over 580, financing up to 97 percent of loan-to-value (LTV), 31 and total
housing costs of 31 and 38 percent of gross and net income, respectively. (Exhibit 29) The
version approved in June 2010 set the best interest rate at 6 percent for scores over 660, and
increased the LTV ratio to 100 percent of the “repaired appraised value.” (Exhibit 30)
The total housing cost limits were the same as in the first version. Both sets of criteria
required bi-weekly automatic payroll deductions and stated that the interest rate would
increase 0.5 percent upon termination of City employment. The latter version included the
exception that the increase at termination would be waived if automatic fund transfers
continued. 32 Although we determined that the loan program was only available for the
purchase of homes within the City, neither set of criteria included such a requirement.
We sought to review the minutes for any discussion of the Board’s review and approval of
the lending criteria. On December 22, 2014, the Board Attorney provided Amended
Minutes for the May 11, 2010, Board meeting. Those minutes referenced Resolution No.
10R-05-29, “A resolution by the Board of Commissioners of the Lauderhill Housing
Authority authorizing the Lauderhill Housing Authority to adopt the lending criteria for the
employee lending program.” The minutes reflected no discussion and only the motion,
second, and roll call regarding 10R-05-29. 33 (Exhibit 31) When we looked at the body of
the resolution itself, it, too, was without any reference to the loan program or any lending
criteria and concluded, “Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Board of Commissioners of
the Lauderhill Housing Authority; Section 1. The bid for NSP contractors conducted by the

31

The documents we reviewed did not specify whether the value used for the LTV calculation should be the appraised
value or the purchase price; thus, it appeared that staff could use either method.
32
Promissory notes that accompanied the agreements for the pension funds pledged an annual interest return of 7 percent.
In August 2014, the Board adopted resolution 14R-8-3, approving the police pension board’s investment of an additional
$1 million, with a 5.75 percent return. We question the judgment of establishing such terms for loans financed by City
pension funds: the interest rate charged to some mortgagors was less than the interest rate promised to the pension fund
investors (until the $1 million investment made in 2015 at 5.75%), and the loan-to-value ratio (calculated on the appraised
price rather than the more reliable purchase price) of 100% left no margin for the security to decline in value. The higher
the loan-to-value ratio, the riskier the loan is for a lender. This is more significant in the case where, as here, the lender
does not require the borrower to purchase private mortgage insurance (PMI), which is typically required for loans-to-value
of more than 80%.
33
Instead of recording a vote, the amended minutes reflected a “roll call” tally that four members were present. We
requested and received the original minutes for that date, but they were utterly devoid of any mention of this program or
lending criteria under any program.
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City of Lauderhill is hereby adopted. Section 2. This Resolution shall take effect
immediately upon its passage and adoption.” (Exhibit 32) 34
The June 15, 2010, minutes reflect that a discussion was had on amending the lending
criteria for this loan program in Resolution 10R-06-32. The relevant minutes state in their
entirety, “Resolution 10R-06-32 states that should an employee separate from the City, that
the interest rate will be adjusted accordingly. It also requires that participating employees
make mortgage payments through payroll deduction and sign an affidavit stating to that
effect. In addition, non-employees are required to make mortgage payments through direct
debit from their bank.” (Exhibit 33) The resolution itself stated that the lending criteria
needed to be amended to allow employees with better credit to receive better interest, that a
finance committee would be established to review mortgage “agreements” and make
recommendations to the Executive Director. It resolved that the attached lending criteria
were adopted, and that the Executive Director was authorized to execute mortgage
agreements consistent with the lending criteria and finance committee recommendation, up
to $200,000 without Board approval. (Exhibit 34) Nevertheless, no criteria were attached
to the resolution copy the LHA provided to us.
If the Board’s understanding of the lending criteria came from nothing other than the scant
documents provided to the OIG, then the Board could not have been adequately informed.
For example, these documents did not state that PMI (private mortgage insurance), a
general requirement by lenders upon borrowers with loans exceeding an 80% loan-to-value
ratio, would not be required. Neither sets of criteria stated that, under certain conditions the
Board nor we were privy to, employees could be lent money well exceeding the purchase
price and be permitted to use the excess to pay for such things as mulch or tree trimming
without further Board approval or even, in some cases, without an agreement to protect the
LHA’s interests. Such a “program” rendered the 3% down payment requirement
meaningless, since the borrower was in essence receiving a return of his or her down
payment upon use of the escrow for things for which any new homeowner would be
required to pay.
These documents did not define “repaired appraised value,” whether the purchase price or
the appraised value should be used to make a loan-to-value calculation, whether “gross
income per month” should be based on the prior year’s earnings or the current rate of pay,
whether “maximum housing costs” should include taxes and insurance, how “max loan
amount based on gross pay” or “max loan amount based on net pay” should be calculated,
whether to approve if the applicant did not qualify based on both gross pay and net pay,
whether current housing costs should be included in the debt-to-income ratio, or how taxes
and insurance should be estimated. They did not contemplate a history of delinquent debt
payments, recent or pending foreclosures on real estate owned, or the failure to list all debts
on the application. While there may be industry standards for these definitions and
guidelines, we were not provided with any documentation to establish which standards
34
See footnote 46 addressing a second executed version of 10R-05-29 provided with the LHA’s response to the
preliminary version of this report. Although the second version contains a different body, our findings and conclusions
remain the same, as the second version does not contain all of the specific lending criteria described in this section.
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should be employed—or that the Board knew about them. Omitting definitions and
guidelines like these from the documented lending criteria and loan approval process, and
failing to have a policy or manual or how to complete the Loan Processing Worksheet,
permitted the introduction of wide discretion and “ad hoc” decision-making in the approval
or disapproval of the loans.
As discussed above, the LHA produced an undated flow chart titled, “Lauderhill Housing
Authority Loan Approval Process,” that outlined whose approval was required (and when)
in processing a mortgage loan application. (Exhibit 4) It specified that appraisals were
ordered after the loan is approved by the Board and “final approval is given based on
contract and appraisal.” It is unclear with whom such final approval rests, but it does not
appear from the agendas and minutes we reviewed that the Board gave the final approval.
Thereafter, “closing is coordinated with Attorney and closing agent.”
Based on the responses we received from the LHA and our review of the loan approval
process flowchart, the Board did not review appraisals in approving these loans and thus
could not compare the appraised value to the loan approval sought. 35 Although we could
not determine who made that post-approval comparison of the amount approved by the
LHA Board with the appraisal amount, we concluded that it must have been Mr. Hobbs,
Ms. Saunders, the Board Attorney, or a subordinate to Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders.
2. Staff Implemented a Repair Escrow Process that was More Generous Than the City’s
and Apparently Unknown to the LHA Board
The OIG investigation determined that “escrows” were established for the payment of
home repairs and improvements during the funding of the mortgage loans for Mr. Hobbs
and Ms. Saunders. Although our initial requests called for it, we were not provided with
any documentation evidencing Board approval of a process to lend this program’s funds for
the repair of homes purchased with pension funds, such as were in place for the other LHA
loans.
Nonetheless, we came to learn about the LHA 2011 Rehabilitation Program through an
unsigned document dated June 24, 2011 (eleven days after Ms. Saunders’s loan closing and
funding of a “roof escrow”). (Exhibit 25) The policy purported to make financial
assistance available to employees for property rehabilitation and improvement. It
specifically included payment for almost any expense to repair, maintain or improve the
newly acquired property, and specifically identified the types of expenditures that were
paid from Ms. Saunders’s roof replacement escrow. It did not mention any income
limitations or criteria for eligibility, application process, process for determining the
maximum funding available, approval process, necessary documentation or justification of
the funding amount, or necessary documentation or justification for escrow account
payouts. Mr. Hobbs admitted in July 2015 that this program did not apply to Ms.
35
In a July 10, 2015, letter to the OIG, the Board Attorney wrote that “information provided to the Board when considering
a loan approval includes: 1. Loan Application; 2. Finance Committee’s Loan Worksheet …; 3. Credit Reports; 4. Income
Verifications; and 5. Purchase Contract (if one exists at the time of submission).”
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Saunders’s escrow but, rather, her escrow was administered without a stated process in a
way that was modeled after an old City repair program:
Q

Well, when you started in 2010 or ’11, the mortgage loan program
for employees, you didn’t have anything in writing for that particular
program regarding the home improvement repair issue?

A

We use[d] the existing program protocols. Again the ones that the
city used. It was the, I guess, CDBG or NSP, but to answer you per
se, we didn’t have it for the housing authority, but we used the
program or the model that the city used for its program.

However, the City documents we reviewed with similarly titled 2011 and 2013
“Rehabilitation/Weatherization Programs Policies,” related to HUD- and state-funded
repair and rehabilitation programs, had much tighter requirements than what was allowed
for Ms. Saunders under the unwritten program, and allowed for Mr. Hobbs under the
written program. The City policies were significantly more detailed than the LHA written
version and included strict income and location limitations and other qualifying and
program criteria. The allowable expenses under the City’s program were narrowly limited
and would not have permitted the repair and improvement expenses paid for from the
Hobbs and Saunders escrows as detailed below. Ineligible costs included “[r]emodeling,
cosmetic, or ‘General Property Improvements’” and “appliances, not required by code
standards.” In contrast, Ms. Saunders and Mr. Hobbs benefited from an unapproved
escrow process to enhance, rather than fix, their homes using loan program funds.
Significantly, a search of the Board minutes from March 2010 through January 2015 did
not disclose any LHA Board resolutions or discussions about either the unwritten or written
Weatherization/Rehabilitation “programs” for these borrowers. We concluded that the
Board did not review or approve this staff-created process to improve homes with
employee loan program funds.
3. Other City and LHA Employees Were Not Informed of the Employee Loan
Program’s Especially Favorable Terms
We requested documentation about how the LHA communicated these mortgage loans and
repair escrows to City and LHA employees. The Board Attorney informed us that the
various pension boards informed their own members, but we were not provided with the
mode of any employee communications. We also saw in the July 12, 2010, LHA Board
meeting minutes that, in the process of approving Ms. Saunders’s first loan application,
“Chairperson [last name omitted] questioned whether all employees had been advised of
the opportunity to obtain LHA financing. Mr. Hobbs assured the Board that all City and
Lauderhill Housing Authority employees had been notified of the employee financing
option via e-mail.” When we subpoenaed evidence of this, the Board Attorney responded
that it was previously provided, but it had not been.
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The OIG had been provided with what appeared to be an undated flyer announcing the
employee loan program, and a November 2014 “overview” of the program, purportedly
intended for publication on the LHA website, 36 but we were not provided any e-mails
directed to LHA or City employees forwarding these documents or containing their
substance. The flyer listed these scant details: “Property must be located in the City of
Lauderhill. Must be your primary residence. 3% down payment required. Payments must be
made with payroll deduction or automatic ACH. Interest rate ranges from 6%-7.75%
dependent on credit rating.” (Exhibit 35) We do not know how or when this document was
created, or how it was distributed, if at all.
The LHA offered no explanation or evidence to support Mr. Hobbs’s assertion to the Board
that employees were aware of the program. Even assuming the flyer was communicated in
some way to all employees, LHA management did not inform them of such attractive terms
as that the loans could be for 100% of the appraised value, that they were not required to
purchase PMI, or that there was financing available for repairs and improvement under this
program’s looser criteria.
Mr. Hobbs, Ms. Saunders, the Board Attorney, and Three LHA Board Members Declined Our
Requests to Interview
OIG Special Agents conducted interviews of the LHA Finance Committee/Loan Review Committee
chair who recommended both Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders’s (his superiors’) loans to the LHA Board
(before we learned about the LHA loan to Ms. Saunders), Ms. Saunders, and an individual who
presented herself as the LHA custodian of records. The OIG sought to interview Mr. Hobbs and a
Board member who voted against the Hobbs loan, but both declined our offer, as did Ms. Saunders for
a second interview.
As our investigation concluded, we sought to interview the three LHA Board members whose tenure
included time periods relevant to this matter in an effort to ascertain (1) who if anyone authorized the
use of employee loan program monies to fund repair escrows that benefited LHA’s top management,
(2) whether the Board members were aware that repair escrows were being funded for LHA’s top
management without lender’s instructions or agreements to protect the LHA’s interests, (3) whether
they knew that money intended for the purchase of homes was given directly and indirectly to LHA’s
top management for the payment of the kinds of expenses that new homeowners typically fund
themselves, and (4) whether the LHA as client of the title company had refused to waive its attorney
client privilege in title documents relating to Mr. Hobbs’s loan. We had not received any information
from these three Board members during the course of our investigation; nonetheless, on July 16, 2015,
the Board Attorney informed us that the members did not have “any additional information to provide
at this time” and thus declined our invitation.
We also sought to interview Mr. Hobbs and to re-interview Ms. Saunders, 37 and the attorney informed
us that it was not “permissible” for either to comply with our request during the pendency of a State
Attorney investigation into the matter and that they would be in contact with us “immediately”
36
37

We did not locate this document or its substance on LHA’s website.
Before we knew about Ms. Saunders’s loan, the OIG conducted an interview of her about Mr. Hobbs’s loan.
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following the conclusion of the State Attorney’s investigation. The State Attorney’s Office notified
the attorney that the criminal investigation concluded on August 3, 2015, 38 yet after acknowledging
our renewed request on August 4, 2015, no one has contacted us to schedule any interviews of Mr.
Hobbs or Ms. Saunders.
We also gave the Board Attorney the opportunity to interview. We would have liked to ask her about
(1) the source of the LHA’s authority to invest employee pension funds into property unconnected to
any housing project, (2) the evolution and use of the LHA’s repair escrow program, and (3) upon what
authority she released Ms. Saunders’s escrowed funds for purposes other than to replace Ms.
Saunders’s roof. She did not accept our invitation, either.
INTERVIEW SUMMARIES
1. Interview of the LHA Loan Review Committee Chair
OIG Special Agents conducted an interview of S.H., the City’s Deputy Finance Director and
LHA Loan Review Committee 39 Chairperson regarding the LHA’s program to provide
mortgages for City and LHA employees generally and the Hobbs loan specifically. 40
S.H. said he had worked for the City Finance Department for nine years, progressing from
Finance Manager to his current position as Deputy Finance Director. Mr. Hobbs, the Finance
Director and the LHA Executive Director, directly supervised him throughout his tenure.
Approximately seven years ago, Mr. Hobbs asked S.H. to volunteer for the position of LHA’s
Loan Review Committee Chair, which at the time included NSP and other loan programs. In
his LHA capacity as chair of the Loan Review Committee, he also reported to Mr. Hobbs.
He told the OIG agents that, other than his direct responsibilities with the Loan Review
Committee, he had little knowledge of the duties or responsibilities of other City or LHA
employees regarding the loan program, and he said he was uncertain of the funding for the loan
program.
He stated that the Loan Review Committee consisted of himself and T.D., another City
employee, who, like himself, was contracted by the LHA and served without additional
compensation. The Loan Review Committee was responsible for the review of the loan
applications to determine program eligibility, the amount that may be borrowed, and the
interest rate to be charged. He said this calculation was ministerial. The loan amount was based
on the purchase price of the home and the applicant’s debt-to-income ratio, loan-to-value ratio
and the interest rate, which was based on the applicant’s credit score. He informed us that the
numbers were entered into a worksheet which yielded the loan amount and interest rate in
accordance with the established lending criteria. If the applicant met the established lending
38
The SAO concluded that there was “no evidence of any criminal law violations by Mr. Hobbs” in the loan application
and approval process for his LHA mortgage. The State ethics violations that are the basis for the OIG’s misconduct
finding in this report are not criminal in nature.
39
LHA loan program documents refer to S.H. as the Finance Committee Chair.
40
The OIG was not then aware of LHA’s loan to Ms. Saunders.
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criteria, he then recommended approval and forwarded the loan package to Mr. Hobbs for his
approval or referral to the LHA Board.
The witness stated that he did not know how many loans had been issued under the loan
program or how many were disapproved. He said that he was not responsible for monitoring
the loan payment status, and he did not know what the procedure would be in the event a
borrower left City employment while the loan was still outstanding or if the borrower
defaulted, but added that he was not aware of either occurring.
He confirmed that Mr. Hobbs submitted a loan application for himself. The witness said he
reviewed it, entered the information into the loan worksheet, and confirmed Mr. Hobbs’s
eligibility. In accordance with the program criteria, he set the amount that could be borrowed
and the interest rate. He stated that, because Mr. Hobbs was the LHA Executive Director, he
forwarded his recommendation for approval to Ms. Saunders as the LHA Deputy Director and
City Finance Department Operations Administrator.
He told us that normally he does not attend LHA Board meetings, but for the Hobbs loan, Ms.
Saunders asked him to attend in case there were questions. He stated that he was present at the
LHA Board meeting when Mr. Hobbs’s loan was presented, discussed, and approved. He said
that the Board had questions about the Hobbs loan but recalled only one detail about the
presentation or discussion—that one Board member voted against making the loan.
2. Interview of Julie Saunders
At the time of her interview, Ms. Saunders had been employed by the City for eleven years,
and since 2004 had worked in the City Finance Department as its Operations Administrator,
reporting to Kennie Hobbs Jr., the City Finance Director. Since 2005 she has also been the
LHA Operations Manager, and since 2012 the LHA Deputy Director, which she described as
being part of her City duties. Among the people she supervised were two City employees who
also received no additional compensation as LHA employees. She estimated that she spent
approximately twenty hours per week on LHA business. As LHA Deputy Director she reported
to Mr. Hobbs. Ms. Saunders informed the OIG that all City employees who perform services
for the LHA received no additional compensation.
Ms. Saunders said that the loan program was a version of an employee lending program started
by the City that was formally incorporated into a LHA NSP in 2010 to provide loans to City
and LHA employees for the purchase of owner occupied homes in the City. The program
offered, among other benefits, loans with a 3 percent down payment. The payments were
made automatically through employee payroll deductions. The employee loan program was
funded solely by $2.4 million in pension fund investments as approved by three of the four
City pension funds. Ms. Saunders did not know how many loans had been made through the
program.
She described the employee loan application and approval process. She stated that, upon
receipt of a loan application, the application and supporting documents were forwarded to S.H.,
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the LHA Loan Review Committee chair and City Deputy Finance Director. The Loan Review
Committee consisted of S.H. and another City employee, a Finance Department
Redevelopment Analyst. The Loan Review Committee reviewed the loan application and
financial conditions, including the borrower’s eligibility, income-to-debt ratio, loan-to-value
ratio, credit score and other related factors. The information was entered on a worksheet that
was used to calculate the amount the borrower was qualified to receive and the interest rate
charged. Ms. Saunders stated that the calculation was a ministerial undertaking and done in
accordance with published program criteria.
If recommended for approval by the Loan Review Committee, the recommendation was
forwarded to Mr. Hobbs as the LHA Executive Director. Mr. Hobbs was responsible for
reviewing the worksheet to ensure that the Loan Review Committee’s approval of the amount
to be funded and the interest rate to be charged were in accordance with the program
requirements. If the loan was for less than $200,000, Mr. Hobbs could approve the loan
without review by the Board, but if the loan was for $200,000 or more, the loan was placed on
the Board’s agenda and voted on by the Board.
Ms. Saunders informed OIG agents that the program required that loan payments be deducted
from the borrowing employees’ paychecks. Although she said she did not believe any such
employees had left City employment, she said that, in such an event, the loan would continue
and payments would have to be authorized by automated clearing house (ACH) debit funds
transfer from the borrower’s account. If the borrower chose not to authorize ACH, there would
be an increase in the interest rate. Ms. Saunders said that the City Comptroller, an employee of
the City Finance Department, monitored loan payments. Ms. Saunders said that, if a borrower
were in default, the matter would be referred to the Board Attorney for appropriate action, but
she said she did not believe that any borrowers had defaulted.
Ms. Saunders stated that Mr. Hobbs submitted a loan application for the purchase of a personal
residence in the City. The Loan Review Committee reviewed the loan application and
supporting information and prepared a loan worksheet. According to Ms. Saunders, S.H.
recommended approval of the loan. Normally, S.H. would forward the application package
and recommendation to Mr. Hobbs, but in this case, he forwarded it to Ms. Saunders. She told
OIG agents that S.H. acted on his own volition in doing so. She said that she reviewed the loan
worksheet and determined that the amount approved and the calculated interest rate conformed
to the program criteria.
According to Ms. Saunders, because the loan was for over $200,000, she included it on the
agenda for presentation to the Board for its review and approval. She requested that S.H. be at
the meeting in case the Board had any questions about Mr. Hobbs’s loan. Ms. Saunders, S.H.,
Mr. Hobbs and the Board Attorney were present at that Board meeting. Mr. Hobbs attended
the beginning of the meeting, but prior to his loan coming up for discussion, without comment,
he left the room and did not return until after the vote. Ms. Saunders said she did not recall any
discussion among the Board regarding Mr. Hobbs’s loan. She stated that the Board meetings
are open to the public but are not electronically recorded.
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She confirmed that the loan was funded, and she had not received any information that Mr.
Hobbs was not making timely payments.
3. Sworn Statement of the LHA Board Clerk
During our investigation, the OIG issued subpoenas to the LHA custodian of records. One of
the subpoenas directed the custodian to appear with record copies for the purpose of explaining
the sources and locations of the originals.
The Clerk presented herself as the custodian of records and provided the OIG with a sworn
statement on April 20, 2015. She was accompanied by the Board Attorney, who stated she was
representing the LHA’s interests. The Clerk stated she had been working for the LHA since
the end of 2008 as part of her job as Administrative Manager for the City, and that she did not
receive any additional wages or salary for doing so.
The Clerk was unable to recall who had designated her the Custodian of Records, which had
occurred very recently. She stated that this was the first time she had ever handled a records
request, and for documents other than the ones relating to Board meetings that she generated
and kept, she was unfamiliar with how or where the LHA kept its records. She said there were
no LHA internal controls, policies and procedures for records retention and maintenance. The
Clerk informed us that she would not know and did not know if the LHA ever received a
records request in the past and did not know what her duties were as the records custodian.
While the City had such policies, the Clerk stated she was not familiar with them, and she was
not given guidance on what to do with the records request at issue.
She was unfamiliar with the way LHA records were authored or maintained or by whom.
Although she stated that the records she produced were all records of regularly conducted
business activity of the LHA, she did not know whether they were prepared by persons with
knowledge of the events recorded in the records or even if they were prepared by LHA
employees. She told the OIG that the subpoena first came to her attention when the Board
Attorney asked her to gather records responsive to the subpoena, directing her what to look for
and, in some cases, where to find them. 41 The records that were not maintained on the server
and accessible from her computer were hard copies that were located at the LHA offices in
labeled binders, and no one other than the attorney assisted her in finding any documents.
She stated that she was able to find documents responsive to each description of records sought
in the subpoena and that there were no missing items. She later stated that certain documents
that were called for did not exist and, thus, they were missing.
She told the OIG that the only trust fund or escrow agreements she was able to locate were
those she produced for another employee and Mr. Hobbs. Both agreements were between the
LHA and the law firm in which the Board Attorney is a partner. She asserted that there was no

41

The Board Attorney stated that she placed several documents relating to employee loans into the loan files herself, from
her law firm’s files, at or near the time of their production to another agency.
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trust fund or escrow agreement produced for the escrow established in conjunction with Ms.
Saunders’s loan.
The Clerk stated she was able to access policies, including the Weatherization/Repair escrow
program files, from her computer. This was because they resided on a shared drive of the City
and LHA. She located the LHA’s 2011 Weatherization/Repair escrow program on the
computer, but she did not know how it was authored or maintained. For employee loan files,
the Clerk stated she requested the Board Attorney how and where to find them. She said she
was only able to locate (hard) files for Mr. Hobbs, Ms. Saunders, and four other individuals,
and copied and produced the entire files. Although she said she conducted a diligent search,
she could not state that there were no other such files.
For Board meetings, she prepared the minutes by hand, then sent a Word document to Board
members for approval at their next meeting. She stated that every Board action was captured
in the minutes and approved but that the meetings were not recorded in any way. She did not
keep her notes; she destroyed them once she prepared the minutes.
She stated there were no shade meetings in the past two years, and that there were no Board
meetings or Board action that was not captured in her minutes.
The Clerk advised that she did not know how to conduct a computer search for the emails and
texts that were responsive to the OIG subpoena and did not know whether and how that was
being conducted, because she was not told to look for them. After being counseled by the
Board Attorney, she then stated that the emails were being searched and produced by someone
in the City’s Information Technology department.
The Clerk and the Board Attorney returned on May 4, 2015, with these e-mails and additional
records that were responsive to the subpoena but not produced on April 20, 2015. She stated
that the documents were produced by a City Management Information Systems employee, at
the attorney’s request. The Clerk advised that she reviewed the emails to make sure they were
responsive as to the dates and content as determined by her review of the subject line but did
not review the content of each email. The emails were also reviewed by the attorney.
The Clerk also produced a copy of the original May 11, 2010, LHA Board minutes, which had
been amended on December 9, 2014. She stated that she was not in attendance at the May 11,
2010 meeting, and someone else, whose identity she did not know, drafted the minutes. She
said that she did draft the amended minutes, but did not recall who directed her to do so, why
they were being amended, or what was to be changed. 42

42
The Board Attorney stated that she reviewed the original minutes and observed that references to the resolutions
approved during the meeting were missing. She said she researched and provided the Clerk the information to be added to
the amended minutes.
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SWORN STATEMENT OF MR. HOBBS
The SAO conducted a separate investigation into matters that involved the Hobbs loan from the LHA.
Mr. Hobbs provided a sworn statement to the SAO on July 16, 2015. 43 We obtained the statement
when it became a public record upon the SAO closing its investigation. The following is a summary
of Mr. Hobbs’s statement regarding the loans the LHA provided to him and to Ms. Saunders.
He stated that he was 42 years old and has a B.S. in Accounting from Florida Atlantic University,
where he continued to do graduate coursework in accounting and finance, as well as public
administration coursework at Nova Southeastern University. He began working part-time for the City
when he was a senior in high school and full-time beginning in 1991. Other than the six months that
he worked for the City of Lauderdale Lakes in around 1999, he had been working for the City since
high school.
He said he worked his way up from bookkeeper in the City’s finance department. At the time of his
statement, he was the City’s Finance Director and Assistant City Manager. As Finance Director, Mr.
Hobbs oversaw “all of the financial aspects of the city,” including overseeing cash management
general accounting, financial statements, reporting payroll, and accounts payable. As the Assistant
City Manager, he oversaw fleet maintenance, finance, grants management, budgeting, building, and
planning and zoning.
He credited the City Manager for conceiving the idea of a housing authority to assist City residents
who were Section 8 voucher holders in coordinating services with other housing authorities. The LHA
was formed around 2002 or 2003. Mr. Hobbs stated that the LHA is an independent body appointed
by the mayor with confirmation by the City commission. It continued to meet about every month.
The City Manager selected him as the initial Executive Director pursuant to an agreement for the City
to provide administrative functions to the LHA. He remained the LHA’s Executive Director and had
not received any additional compensation for this work.
According to Mr. Hobbs, initial funding for the LHA resulted from the City applying for Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) monies from the Broward County Housing Finance Authority.
They also “do creative things to generate dollars,” for example, managing property for associations.
The purpose of the funding was to provide housing, by acquiring housing for low to moderate income
families and providing homeowner help. Some of the funding had restrictions which required the
LHA, for example, to hold units for 20 years. They held these as rental units.
The process of holding mortgages included buying units, renovating them, and selling them. In some
of those cases, the LHA held the mortgages, as well, as participants had the option of obtaining
financing “on their own” or obtaining financing from the LHA. When participants obtained LHA
mortgages on these properties, the money was not coming from the pensions but from NSP or CDBG
funding. The LHA held about 20 to 25 rental units and held mortgages on about 32 or 33 units.

43

Mr. Hobbs gave his statement in response to an SAO subpoena that conferred use and derivative use immunity; that is,
the SAO was unable to use the statement for any criminal cases brought against him by the SAO.
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At some point, he said, City commission members felt that the LHA needed to become self-sufficient,
and one of the commissioners suggested that the agency should ascertain whether the City’s pension
boards were interested in investing in the LHA to hold mortgages. The “sell” to the pension boards,
according to Mr. Hobbs, was that the pensions could invest in a way to enable City employees to
acquire homes and at the same time guarantee a return on the pensions’ money. He explained that
pension money was used only to fund employee loans.
Income was a factor when the LHA determined how much mortgage an employee could borrow, but
according to Mr. Hobbs, there was no maximum income in order to qualify for this loan program. To
qualify, an employee had to live in the City. He told the SAO that anyone, including the City Manager
and Commissioners, could apply, as they are all members of the pension plans. According to Mr.
Hobbs, there were six or seven employees pending closing; the LHA had put a “moratorium” on
closing loans until the OIG and the SAO investigations were over. He stated that an Annual
Conference Audit Financial Report was conducted, which involved sampling loan documents and
included this program.
He explained the loan application process using Ms. Saunders’s case. Ms. Saunders was serving as the
City’s Operations Administrator, working in the finance department, and also serving as the LHA’s
Deputy Director. LHA staff, consisting of a building manager and four maintenance workers, reported
to Ms. Saunders, who reported to Mr. Hobbs. She submitted a completed uniform residential loan
application to the finance committee, which was headed by S.H., the City’s Deputy Finance Director.
S.H. or staff working for him performed a credit check and third-party income verification, using a
financial worksheet. In Ms. Saunders’s application, she apparently failed to list income, but the
income worksheet was compiled using verified income from pay stubs or third-party verification,
which does not rely on the income stated in the application. The application was signed off by S.H. as
Committee Chair, Mr. Hobbs as the Executive Director, and “in the early years” by the LHA Board
chair.
According to Mr. Hobbs, the application was provided to the LHA Board on May 10, 2011. He stated
that, normally, the worksheet was put together for loans over $200,000, which by policy must be
approved by the Board, “[s]o they’re given all the information that we have, so they’re given the
worksheet, they’re given the application, they’re given the credit report, as well as the income
information for their review and consideration.” Where the minutes stated that the Board gave
consideration to three applications, Ms. Saunders’s was one of them. Mr. Hobbs claimed that, in this
program that was started in 2010 or 2011, there were roughly 30 outstanding loans in the system and
that “we’ve had a hundred percent on time repayment history,” with all loans then current.
In giving the mortgage, Ms. Saunders executed a note for $318,500, and the purchase price was
reduced from $320,000 to $301,000. Mr. Hobbs explained that the LHA program allowed borrowing
100 percent of the appraised value, enabling the purchaser to make repairs or improvements to the
property and from the agency’s point of view, since its appraisal value was $320,000, “even after the
investments were made into the property, then the value of our asset which we hold as collateral, is
now worth more than 320 based on those improvements.” Ms. Saunders negotiated a price that was
contingent upon certain inspections. He said that, after the inspections were completed, “one included
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the roof that they felt that within a year or two would need to be replaced, so she negotiated a lesser
price based on the inspections that were presented.”
He confirmed that there was a $19,000 roof escrow in the Saunders closing. Mr. Hobbs stated that he
was aware that Ms. Saunders did not replace the entire roof and only had some minor roof work done.
After her closing she hired a roofing contractor who advised her that she did not need to replace the
entire roof, and she did only whatever he recommended. She ended up using a portion of the money
that was set aside for a new roof to do other work on the house including painting. After about 18
months, the Board Attorney informed Mr. Hobbs that the unused funds could not remain in her escrow
account indefinitely. She “basically just said that we had to decide, or I had to decide, what we would
do with those.” He said he only had two options. One was to return the money to the LHA, but that
would not affect the payment obligation unless there was a re-financing, and costs associated with that
“would have eaten upon a majority of those dollars.” He also noted that he learned that Ms. Saunders
had numerous outstanding bills she had not yet submitted but that qualified for reimbursement. Thus,
he instructed the Board Attorney to refund the balance on the condition that the money be spent on
improvements to the home. The balance that was “refunded” to Ms. Saunders was $10,135.81.
He stated that the June 24, 2011, LHA Rehabilitation/Weatherization Property Improvement Programs
and Administrative Policies and Procedures did not have anything to do with Ms. Saunders’s loan.
According to Mr. Hobbs, “[t]he city operated what we’ll call a minor home repair program, a home
purchase repair program that probably dates back to ’94, ’93, dates way back.” Any repairs qualified
under this program, including “your floors, your AC, your grass, your refrigerator, your cabinets, your
bathrooms. It was just an improvement program,” for which the City took a second mortgage on the
property. Mr. Hobbs said that this program was the basis and model for the LHA program and this
employee program, with the difference between the two being the funding source. “We look at it as
improving the value of the asset, we collect, you know, increase property values and all of that. It
looks better and that whole thing.” But when they started in 2010 or 2011, this program did not have
anything in writing to provide for home improvement and repair. “[T]o answer you per se, we didn’t
have it for the housing authority, but we used the program or the model that the city used for its
program.”
Mr. Hobbs asserted that it was the Board Attorney who was entirely responsible for monitoring the
payments and receipts and ensuring that work was being done to justify escrow payments for
improvements. Neither he nor Ms. Saunders dealt with the borrowers on this aspect.
Regarding his own loan from the LHA, he said that he provided his application to S.H., who processed
it. S.H. required Mr. Hobbs to write a letter to explain 2010 delinquencies in the credit report, which
were related to a loan modification. S.H. forwarded the application to Ms. Saunders for her approval
in lieu of Mr. Hobbs’s. S.H. prepared the packet together for the Board. At the Board meeting, Mr.
Hobbs absented himself during the Board’s discussion and vote to approve his loan. This was for a
second home in which he and his family then lived, and that his mother-in-law moved into the first
home. He told the SAO that he purchased the house for $370,000, that he borrowed $370,000, and
that the house appraised at $375,000. The sellers remained for two months after closing pending the
purchase of their new home.
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He confirmed that the home inspector estimated that there were only $1,750 to $2,075 in repairs to be
done, yet Mr. Hobbs obtained a repair escrow at closing of $8,920.01. 44 He explained that he
discovered “hollow points” creating “structural issues” in the home’s flooring after the inspection but
before closing and obtained estimates to “build out the redoing of the floor.” The person from
JAWZ.net who went to the home to provide an estimate to move his aquarium offered to redo the
floors as well for one price, and Mr. Hobbs agreed. He purchased floor tile separately and also
arranged for interior painting. According to Mr. Hobbs, he paid the aquarium contractor and the
painter more than what was available in the escrow.
With regards to the conflict issue that was reported in the media, Mr. Hobbs stated:
From my prospective, from the mayor city manager on down, we never thought
it was an issue. Obviously, we deal with potential conflicts on a daily basis,
myself and [the City Manager]. I mean, he does things that has to be approved
by others, so we’re pretty familiar with dealing with potential conflicts. … [O]ur
board, the housing board, the city attorney looked at it, he didn’t feel there was
anything improper with it, the city commissioner, the mayor, you know, they all
sanctioned the program. The pension board attorneys, the pension board
advisors, they all were aware of what the program was.
RESPONSE TO THE PRELIMINARY REPORT AND OIG COMMENT
In accordance with Section 12.01(D)(2)(a) of the Charter of Broward County, a preliminary copy of
this report was provided to the individuals implicated in this report, the LHA, and the City of
Lauderhill for their discretionary written responses. The OIG received a response from the LHA, 45
which is attached and incorporated herein as Appendix A.
After careful review, the OIG has determined that the response contains no evidence or information
impacting the report’s ultimate conclusion—that these two managers have a contractual relationship
with their own agency that created a continuing conflict between their private interests and the
performance of their public duties, impedes the performance of their public duties, or both. In fact,
our review of the statements and exhibits revealed that the response raises greater concerns about the
management of LHA, raises questions about the authenticity of documents provided by the LHA, and
contains explicit misrepresentations, as described below.
1. The LHA has Falsely Claimed to have Provided the OIG with Documentation it did not
Provide, has Provided Differing Versions of the Same Executed Documents, and has
Provided Versions of Documents that Differ from those Obtained from Other Parties

44

He did not offer an explanation of how an escrow of $8,920.01 could be established, that is, the funding source.
The response was submitted by attorney Veronica Robinson who indicates she is also representing the LHA in this
matter. We note, for transparency, that Ms. Robinson also informed the OIG during the investigation that she was
representing the Board Attorney, Ms. Coward, and the title company for Mr. Hobbs’s loan, which refused to provide the
OIG with access to the title file.

45
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The documents and statements in the LHA’s response have confirmed a concern developed by
the OIG during the investigation regarding the LHA’s full and honest provision of records
during the investigation. In its response, the LHA claims—three separate times—to have
provided the OIG with documentation that it did not, in fact, provide during the investigation.
Even more disconcerting is that the OIG has obtained, from other parties, different versions of
the documents provided by the LHA. First, as discussed on page 17 above, the OIG obtained a
different, and more incriminating version of the Conditional Approval Letter for Ms. Saunders
from the title company than that which was provided by the LHA.
With regard to Resolution 10R-05-29, the OIG includes as Exhibit 32 the document provided
directly by the Board Attorney during the investigation. 46 Nonetheless, boldly, under “Factual
Inaccuracy #8,” the response declares, “[t]he version included as OIG Exhibit 32 in your
preliminary report, is not the item presented to or approved by the LHA Board.” An inspection
of Exhibit 32 shows that it is signed by the presiding officer, the Board Attorney, and Julie
Saunders as Board Clerk, and dated May 11, 2010. To demonstrate the alleged inaccuracy of
the OIG, the response provides LHA Exhibit 5, which includes an executed version of 10R-0529 with differing content in the body and purportedly attached to an email from Ms. Saunders
dated May 10, 2010. However, the OIG had obtained that very email directly from the City,
not the LHA, during its investigation. The email obtained from the City did not have an
executed version of Resolution 10R-05-29 attached, as falsely presented by the response. 47
If the Board Attorney inadvertently sent us the wrong document during the investigation, the
response should have indicated as much, explained how a completely different resolution
executed the same day had the same number, and provided the correct resolution. This was not
what the LHA elected to do. Thus, the questions of what was actually approved by the Board
as Resolution 10R-05-29 remain, and we now must also question the integrity of the records
provided by the LHA in light of the misrepresentations detailed above. Clearly, both
documents cannot be accurate executed representations of 10R-05-29. Considering the
evidence of the LHA’s lack of integrity with regard to its document production, we now must
question the authenticity of all that the LHA has provided.
2. Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders Both Oversaw the Management of the Program
At “Factual Inaccuracy #1,” and #6 the response denies the report’s conclusion that Ms.
Saunders was a superior to the employees involved in the loan program. Later, at “Factual
Inaccuracy #6,” it claims it is “not true” that “[s]ince at least 2009, Ms. Saunders has been the
sole employee reporting to Mr. Hobbs at the LHA, and that all other LHA employees (Cityprovided or LHA direct hires) report to her.” It further claims that, other than three employees
46

The OIG has amended Exhibit 32 from the version provided with the preliminary version of this report as follows: rather
than a black and white printout of the resolution, we have included a full color version of what was provided by the Board
Attorney along with the email to which it was attached. These reflect the OIG’s plain request for Resolution 10R-05-29
and her provision of the attached executed document entitled 10R-05-29.
47
Nor could it have, since the email predated the Board meeting; the Resolution is dated May 11th, a day after the email
was sent. Further, while the body of the response references an email from the Board Clerk dated May 11th, the LHA
exhibit is actually the May 10th email. Finally, an OIG search of the Board Clerk’s emails, obtained from the City during
the investigation, for May 11th did not reveal any other email that would comport with the description in the response.
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who include S.L. and T.D., the City employees involved with the LHA do so as part of their
City responsibilities, and “thus report to no one in LHA.”
The OIG’s statement is true and supported by the evidence. The OIG did not allege direct-line
reporting between individual subordinates and Ms. Saunders, and such reporting is irrelevant to
the misconduct. We did acknowledge that the members of the Loan Review committee report
to Mr. Hobbs. Nonetheless, the response acknowledges that the LHA Board Clerk, and one of
two LHA Loan Review Committee members, report to Mr. Hobbs through Ms. Saunders in
their City capacities.
The LHA is essentially arguing that those conducting LHA business are not accountable to any
individual above them in the organization. However, the evidence indicates they all ultimately
report to Mr. Hobbs, the Executive Director, in their capacity of serving the LHA. And as
Deputy Director, Ms. Saunders “shall serve as the Executive Director in the absence of the
Executive Director,” also conceded by the response. 48 The report also cites specific instances
in which Ms. Saunders has been actively involved in the administration of the loan process,
such as when she signed off on aspects of Mr. Hobbs’s loan.
All of the available legal guidance dictates that the Board’s final approval of the recommended
loans does not cure the violation of state law. The law plainly prohibits a contractual
relationship that poses a conflict between Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders’s private interests and
the full and faithful discharge of their duties. The prohibited conflict arises from their roles in
the oversight of the program from which they obtained and continue to hold their loans. The
response simply ignores the legal references provided in the OIG’s report and makes no
attempt to differentiate the conduct of Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders from those found by the
Commission on Ethics to be in violation of the law.
3. Neither the I.T. Director’s Involvement Nor the Comptroller’s Reports to the LHA Board
Attorney Affect Whether Mr. Hobbs or Ms. Saunders Have a Prohibited Conflict of
Interests
At “Factual Inaccuracy #2,” the response similarly suggests, because (1) it is the City’s I.T.
Director who performs the function of bi-weekly loan payment processing, (2) the
Comptroller’s monitoring reports are provided to the Board Attorney, and (3) an annual,
independent audit is conducted of the LHA, the conflicting relationship is mitigated.
First, the I.T. Director’s involvement in programming computerized deductions from automatic
paychecks does not lessen the degree to which other subordinate staff are involved in the loan
program. Second, the Comptroller, who is a direct line report to Mr. Hobbs, keeps books from
which the loan payment deductions are calculated. The suggestion that she provides reports of
payments to the Board Attorney, for which no evidence has been provided, does not affect the
Comptroller’s control over those books. To be very explicit: that the Comptroller has the
capability to alter the books or misreport payroll deductions is the relevant factor—not that she
did or ever would. Third, the auditing process reviews an entity’s programs and processes
48

The quoted text is from the LHA position description for Deputy Director.
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against generally accepted accounting standards and would not have involved the individual
review of any loan performance. But more to the point, the auditing firm’s knowledge of Mr.
Hobbs and Ms. Saunders’s mortgages are irrelevant to questions of state ethics law. We would
have been impressed by the results of an independent legal audit of this program, but this was
not undertaken or provided to us.
The mere existence of Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders’s loan contracts under the circumstances
reported herein gives rise to the continuing conflict of interest that is at the heart of the Florida
ethics law they are violating.
4. The “Looser” LHA Rehabilitation/Weatherization Program Was Not Sanctioned by the
Board Until September 28, 2015
The response at “Factual Inaccuracy #3” addresses the OIG’s conclusion that Mr. Hobbs and
Ms. Saunders took advantage of their positions to benefit from a repair program that was not
officially sanctioned. “Factual Inaccuracy #14” claims it to be false that staff implemented a
repair escrow process that was more generous than the City’s and apparently unknown to the
Board.
The OIG’s statement is not false and is supported by the evidence described at length in the
body of the report. Rather than providing actual evidence that the LHA staff operated on
Board-sanctioned policies, which would refute the OIG’s statements, the response includes
two new resolutions adopted on September 28, 2015. (LHA Exhibit 10) The first affirmed the
Board’s approval of “all its community programs,” including the employee lending program at
issue in the OIG report. The second resolution stated that the Loan Review Committee follows
the policies and procedures set forth by the LHA Board and reviews all applicants on the basis
of the Board-approved LHA Lending Criteria. There would be no need to adopt such a
resolution in 2015 if the Board had indeed previously approved the program.
We do not contend that the program is illegal, criminal, or unethical. We do not suggest that
the repairs could not have been made in accordance with the LHA repair program eventually
adopted by the Board, as the response would urge the reader to believe. The report expresses
concern that Board-approved programs were not in place at the time of Ms. Saunders’s escrow
and Board approval was not sought for Mr. Hobbs’s escrow expenses. The OIG’s report
establishes the now admitted fact that these two LHA staff shaped the policy that they, among
others, benefited from in the administration of the loan contracts that created the contractual
relationships at the heart of the ethics violations.
5. Ms. Saunders, Mr. Hobbs, and the Board Attorney Did Not Follow the Terms of Ms.
Saunders’s Roof Escrow
At “Factual Inaccuracy #4,” the response suggests that the OIG report is inaccurate where it
states, “Rather than replace a roof, Ms. Saunders remodeled her kitchen, made other home
improvements and was directly paid over $10,000.” It is disingenuous at best to suggest this
statement is incorrect. The response attempts to distract the reader with a recitation about how
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the escrow repairs conformed to the LHA Rehabilitation/Weatherization Program, which did
not in fact exist at the time of Ms. Saunders’s closing, when the roof (not repair) escrow was
funded. Again, the response avoids the point, which is to substantiate the fact that these LHA
staff participated in decisions affecting the administration of the contracts that formed the
contractual relationships—in fact, in ways that benefited them.
At “Factual Inaccuracy #7,” the response characterizes the report’s conclusion that Mr. Hobbs
and Ms. Saunders took advantage of the LHA repair program with the cooperation of the
Board Attorney as “baseless,” “scandalous,” and a violation of the Florida Bar’s Rules of
Professional Conduct. 49 There is no doubt that the Board Attorney cooperated with Mr. Hobbs
and Ms. Saunders in the administration of their escrows. Their escrows could not have been
administered without an escrow agent, and she served as one in theirs. It is unrefuted that the
Board Attorney, whose client is the LHA Board and not individual managers, did not request
the Board to pass on LHA’s more generous repair program, did not request the Board to review
the pension-funded escrows, and accepted Mr. Hobbs’s unilateral approval to release Ms.
Saunders’s escrow money for purposes other than roof replacement. These are the facts we
reported; we did not allege a conspiracy or any collusion regarding any violation of law or rule
in our report.
6. Mr. Hobbs Said He Agreed with an Aquarium Contractor to Fold in the Costs of
Transferring His Aquarium With the Cost of Replacing the Floor with Tile
Similar to its suggestion at “Factual Inaccuracy #4,” the response at “Factual Inaccuracy #5”
takes issue with the report’s summary where it states, “Mr. Hobbs used his inflated 50 repair
escrow to install travertine tile and an aquarium.” The response continued that “[t]he OIG
alleges that the installation of travertine tile is a violation,” stressing that flooring is specifically
included within the Rehabilitation/ Weatherization Policy. The OIG made no such allegation.
Instead, in the body of our report above, we stated that Mr. Hobbs took advantage of what we
found was a more generous escrow repair process than the City’s—one that he helped to shape
and supervised.
The response then claims that the OIG had in its possession documents that established that
Mr. Hobbs himself paid for the installation of his aquarium, offering as an exhibit (LHA
Exhibit 4) “receipts and voided checks (which were previously provided to the OIG, but not
included in your report) for all work performed on Hobbs’ house.” First, this ignores the fact
that the report does indeed state that Mr. Hobbs informed the SAO that he paid money in
addition to that paid from the LHA escrow set aside for house repairs. We do not allege that
partial payment for the aquarium installation via the escrow, which Mr. Hobbs acknowledged
in his statement to the SAO is against policy, was illegal, unethical, or a violation of any kind.
49

There is no conceivable basis to conclude that the OIG is subject to Florida Bar oversight. While our staff includes
Florida Bar members, a careful review of this report establishes that neither the OIG nor any of its employees has made
what the report variously claims is a “blanket false assertion of collusion” and a “statement which infers that the Board
Attorney has colluded with another to misappropriate funds.”
50
The OIG did not rely on the home inspection report to conclude that the repair escrow was inflated, as stated in the
response. The buyer (Mr. Hobbs) provided the appraiser with a sale contract for $5,000 more than the sale price and then
the appraiser appraised the home at that contract price.
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We do conclude that Mr. Hobbs took advantage of a policy and procedure he helped to shape
and continues to supervise, in the process of administering the loan which is the basis for the
contractual relationship between him and his agency that created a continuing conflict and also
impedes the full and faithful discharge of his duties.
Second—and highly significant to any assessment of LHA’s credibility throughout its response
and this entire investigation—the referenced documents were not previously provided to the
OIG. Indeed, in light of the concerns discussed below, we question whether these documents
were even in the possession of the LHA prior to our investigation. The documents would not
have been required for the administration of the actual escrow, since, by the LHA’s own
account, they were personal unreimbursed payments from Mr. Hobbs to the company.
At “Factual Inaccuracy #10,” the response states that it was not true that Mr. Hobbs told the
SAO that he agreed with his aquarium contractor to fold in the costs of transferring his
aquarium with the cost of replacing the wood floor with travertine tile. It went on to say that
Mr. Hobbs told the SAO that the contractor would separately invoice him for doing so. The
response included two new exhibits the OIG had not seen before, a $600 invoice from
JAWZ.net for transferring the fish tank, and a $600 cancelled check from Mr. Hobbs to
JAWZ.net. In fact, in his statement to the SAO, Mr. Hobbs stated that the man said,
“ ‘Yeah, I do floors, I could replace the floors and kind of just give you a
package for the floors and moving the fish tank,’ because it was going to
be 8 or $900 just to move the fish tank.” (Hobbs’s SAO Statement at pp.
52-53.)
It is clear that the verbal agreement between the aquarium contractor and Mr. Hobbs was made
as stated in our report and that no “separate invoice” from the aquarium contractor was ever
referenced in this statement. In addition, even if their provenance could be established, the
now-produced $600 invoice and check tend to show that Mr. Hobbs received a $200 to $300
benefit by combining the two jobs. Again, what the response avers is flatly refuted by Mr.
Hobbs’s own statement to the SAO.
7. Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders’s Loans Had Standard, General Loan Terms They Helped
to Establish
Under “Factual Inaccuracy #8,” the response argues that the Board reviewed and approved the
loan terms when it approved Resolution 10R-05-32. The response does not address any of the
specific loan terms we identify as those which were problematically not reviewed by the
Board.
Further, the response again states that records which support their position were provided to the
OIG in the past, but they were not. Because the response and the new documents do not refute
our conclusion that the Board did not review any standard, general terms for the loans, we do
not address that issue further. But see our discussion in the following subsection regarding the
documentation.
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8. There Was No Documented Board Approval of the Full Lending Criteria
At “Factual Inaccuracy #14,” the response claims that the Board did approve lending criteria,
but our thrust was that the full lending criteria that were approved were not documented and
that the Board did not appear to have all the lending criteria, as discussed in the body of our
report.
As proof that the Board had reviewed and documented lending criteria for this program, the
response included copies (in LHA Exhibit 5) of LHA Resolutions 10R-05-29 and 10R-06-32,
claiming that both had been provided to the OIG twice during the investigation when, in fact,
we had never been provided this executed version of 10R-05-29 before.
Nonetheless, even if we accept the LHA’s new executed version of 10R-05-29 as accurate, our
finding remains the same. The resolution itself does not contain the full criteria as detailed in
the body of the report; thus there remains no documented Board approval of the full lending
criteria.
9. Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders Were the Only Employees Who Qualified for the Lowest
Interest Rate of Six Percent Under the Program Being Reviewed
The response lists the OIG assertion that Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders were the only
employees who qualified for a six percent interest rate as “Factual Inaccuracy #9.” It then
asserts that they qualified for the lowest rate of six percent based on their credit scores, which
is exactly what we reported. It goes on to suggest that many other individuals who are nonemployees, and thus not part of the employee program discussed herein, also received a six
percent interest rate, a fact which is not disputed and is irrelevant to our review of this loan
program. 51
10. Ms. Saunders Was Given Special Treatment in the Administration of Her Loan and Roof
Replacement Escrow
While the response claims it is false that Ms. Saunders applied for a $280,000 loan in 2010,
one year prior to purchasing her home (“Factual Inaccuracy #12”), it is in fact true, and we rely
on the details herein to allow the reader to conclude whether the OIG is reporting the facts in
any misleading way.
In “Factual Inaccuracy #13,” the response claims that staff did not commit to approve a loan to
Ms. Saunders and that, as a conditional approval, the letter they executed does not commit to
funding unless certain conditions are met. But there was no requirement for the Board to
approve the conditional approval letter, and the letter was binding on the LHA. The conditions
were for the buyer (Ms. Saunders) to meet, not the LHA. The response also states that “staff
51
In its discussion of the several other non-employees who received a six percent interest rate, the response states that the
non-employee lending criteria contained in LHA Exhibit 6 was already provided to the OIG. Although it should have been
provided in response to OIG subpoenas 14-023-002 and 14-023-003, it was not. This is yet another false assertion
regarding documents the LHA previously provided.
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updated all relevant information to protect the interest of the authority and to ensure that the
applicant still met the requirements of the program,” yet it did not refute that Ms. Saunders was
allowed to receive her loan without having to submit a new loan application, the consequences
for which we discuss in the body of our report.
11. In His SAO Statement, It Was Unclear Whether Mr. Hobbs Earned an M.P.A.
At “Factual Inaccuracy #16,” the response states that it is factually inaccurate to report that Mr.
Hobbs has “continued to do graduate coursework in accounting and finance, as well as public
administration coursework at Nova Southeastern University” and says that Mr. Hobbs has a
Master’s in Public Administration from Nova. The fact contested by the response is actually
only a summary of Mr. Hobbs’s statement to the SAO. The exact words were:
Q And then you immediately went and got a masters?
A No, I continued at FAU and took courses for the CPA exam, so I took
additional 30 hours of graduating accounting and finance courses for the
CPA exam. After completing that, I transferred over to Nova
Southeastern University to pursue a masters in public administration.
Q Did you receive a masters from Nova in the 90s?
A No, I did a dissertation, I stopped, so it was early 2000s, because I
stopped for like three, four years, then I had to go back and take one
or two more classes and catch up some.
12. The OIG Reports Facts and Conclusions that are Fully Supported by the Record
There are nine additional “OIG statements” which the response addresses briefly. The OIG
stands by its report on all these matters and provides additional information here only as
necessary to clarify the LHA’s misstatements.
Regarding #1: The LHA Board did not approve the escrow or the repair program until
September 28, 2015; the trust agreement provided for release at the “client’s” discretion; and
the trust agreement was not executed until 61 days after it was funded through the contract that
established the relationship giving rise to the conflict.
Regarding #2: It is true and we acknowledge that Ms. Saunders as Deputy Director served as
the Executive Director in his absence, a fact upon which we relied in concluding that Ms.
Saunders exercised some authority over the City employees who worked on the LHA
programs. The response’s assertion in this context presumes that Mr. Hobbs was absent when
his loan needed approval, a fact that is unsupported by the investigation but, more significantly,
brings into focus the true issue. Mr. Hobbs was the authority who should have approved his
own loan, and this is stark evidence of his involvement in it.
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Regarding #3: We did not claim that the escrows were based upon the inspection reports; we
cited to Mr. Hobbs’s inspection to illustrate the unreasonableness of its amount. And, it is
clear that inspections were required for some LHA purpose, because at least the three loan files
involving repair escrows contained the home inspection reports. Finally, it is misleading to
say that “Mr. Hobbs received a repair escrow which conformed to the Board Approved
Lending Criteria,” when the escrows were neither mentioned in the lending criteria nor ever
vetted by the Board.
Regarding #4: The response cites to “an industry standard maximum loan calculation” without
informing us what that standard is. It also referenced a present value calculation without (1)
providing any evidence that this calculation was ever employed in the review of any of these
loans or (2) showing how the calculation worked in Ms. Saunders’s case.
Regarding #5: This explanation does not comport with the loan calculation worksheet we
reviewed for W.L. and obfuscates the simple truth that the maximum loan amount resulted
from a calculation that was not followed in Ms. Saunders’s case. We stand by the conclusions
that any reasonable person would draw from reviewing OIG Table 2.
Regarding #6: The response states that it was not the business of the LHA why Ms. Saunders
was able to negotiate a better price for the home, which enabled her to put the difference into
an escrow. This overlooks the fact that she agreed with the seller to establish an escrow for
roof replacement and ultimately did not utilize the money for a new roof.
Regarding #7: This does not explain or mitigate the fact that the Board Attorney released the
funds inconsistent with the conditions that established the escrow, upon the sole authority of
Mr. Hobbs, for whom she does not work.
Regarding #8: The report describes the HUD conflict of interest check and waiver requirement
to establish Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders’s knowledge about the state ethics law provision we
allege they violated. We understand the federal program requirements and did not suggest that
they were required to clear with HUD their purchase of these homes that occurred without
HUD funding. Also in this subsection, the response restates the claim that “all financial
monitoring for the Employee Lending Program is conducted by a third-party external auditor
who reports directly to the Board of Commissioners. This is the assurance that on-going
programmatic conditions are being met.” Although we saw no evidence of this, it may be so,
but it does not obviate the fact that Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders to this day have not been
disengaged from involvement with the administration of their loans.
Regarding #9: We requested documents evidencing communications of the loan program but
were told that the only ones that existed were provided to us, as we described above. It was
clear that we sought to know about how the loan program was communicated; if these “formal”
presentations were made, we would expect to have been provided with documents, such as
outlines, reports, and PowerPoint presentations, or informed of a witness regarding them.
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Unfortunately, rather than providing the necessary documents and interviews to enable the OIG to
carry out its investigative mission in an orderly manner over the past year, LHA Board members, the
Board Attorney, Mr. Hobbs, and Ms. Saunders chose to wait until the OIG issued its preliminary
findings to engage themselves. Instead of providing us with assurances that they will thoroughly
review the state ethics law and take the measures they deem necessary to resolve any conflict, the
LHA has now chosen to issue a response (on behalf of the LHA and its Board, “collectively and
individually”) that characterizes the OIG report as misstatements of fact and slanderous allegations.
Nonetheless, the LHA’s disjointed and misleading response offers no evidence or argument that
requires any reconsideration of either the reported facts or conclusions. The response offers no
evidence relevant to our findings that was not already considered or presumed in writing the
preliminary version of this report.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The OIG investigation concluded that Mr. Hobbs engaged in misconduct when he took out a loan from
the government agency that he controlled as Executive Director. In doing so, he established a
contractual relationship that created a continuing or frequently recurring conflict between his private
interests and the performance of his public duties and impeded the full and faithful discharge of his
public duties, in violation of F.S. 112.313(7). The OIG also determined that Ms. Saunders engaged in
similar misconduct when she took out her loan. As our investigation established, these borrowers made
discretionary judgments regarding the administration of their loans that favored themselves. Equally
harmful to the proper execution of their public duties is that the underwriting, approval, and monitoring
of the Hobbs and Saunders loans was and continues to be conducted by subordinates, who may be
motivated to administer the loans in a manner that favors their bosses over the public.
Had there been an effort to “wall off” the administration of these loans from the borrowers and staff
members who reported directly or indirectly to them, the appearance of impropriety would have been
avoided, and the OIG would not have found probable cause for this misconduct. But neither the LHA
nor the City took any action to mitigate the endangerment to public trust that the making of these loans
posed. We came upon circumstance after circumstance that demonstrated a deliberate disregard for the
conflicts of interest about which Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders knew well. Florida law simply does not
countenance such an arrangement.
In addition, the details we learned regarding the administration of these two loans did not provide us
with any comfort that either the LHA Board or staff addressed or mitigated in any way the conflicts of
interest inherent in a program that was both designed to benefit and be operated by the same public
employees. Much of what we uncovered in our investigation was disheartening.
The OIG has determined that there is probable cause to believe that Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders
violated state law prohibiting public employees from entering into certain contractual relationships.
Accordingly, we will be referring this matter to the Florida Commission on Ethics for its independent
assessment of the application and consequences of state ethics laws.
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Further, in light of our findings we make the following recommendations for prospective corrections:
•

Any loans obtained by senior LHA managers, Board members, and those individuals
involved in the loan approval, administration, or monitoring process be reviewed, approved,
and administered by an independent entity;

•

All public employees be ensured equal access to and be fully informed about all LHA loan
opportunities;

•

The underwriting and administration of all LHA loans, including the escrow function, be in
compliance with best practices;

•

The LHA take immediate steps to appoint and train a true custodian of records, permit that
custodian to gain knowledge of how agency records are made and kept, enable him or her to
gain full access to all the records of the agency—including those held by third parties, and
establish and maintain a system of accurate recordkeeping; and

•

The LHA accurately capture Board discussion and action, through a protocol to audio or
video record meetings, provide more detailed minutes, or both.

The LHA’s response denies the need for corrective action. Nonetheless, we note that the LHA utilizes
federal funds granted to it by the City of Lauderhill and that the employees in question work for the
LHA solely by virtue of their employment with the City of Lauderhill. Thus, in the light of the LHA
Board’s complete rejection of the facts and evidence of far reaching managerial inadequacies, the OIG is
also referring this matter to the City Commission of Lauderhill. The OIG recommends that the City take
independent steps prevent future misconduct by City employees and determine if LHA management
practices are sufficient to ensure proper use of the public monies entrusted to it by the City. Further the
OIG requests that we are provided with a status report in 90 days, or by January 5, 2016, regarding the
City’s actions in response to this matter.
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September 28, 2015
John W. Scott
Inspector General
Broward Office of the Inspector General
1 North University Dr., Suite 111
Plantation, Florida 33324
VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION AND U.S. MAIL
Dear Inspector General:
Our office represents the Lauderhill Housing Authority and its Board of Commissioners,
collectively and individually in the matter regarding your OIG Preliminary Report dated August
28, 2015 (hereinafter referred to as Preliminary Report). In accordance with Section 12.01 of
the Charter of Broward County, this letter, with accompanying exhibits and supporting
Resolutions, serves as our written response to your Preliminary Report. The review and
consideration of the information contained herein should result in an amendment to your
Preliminary Report that reflects a finding of no ethical misconduct and include an accurate
factual recitation and corrections to the numerous mis-statements of the facts.
As you know the Lauderhill Housing Authority’s mission is to “...assist residents in obtaining
affordable housing; to promote homeownership; and to be stewards of public funds and trust, by
maximizing resources and developing partnerships within the public and private section.” In
order to fulfill our mission, it is incumbent upon us that we fully comply with our governing laws
and internal policies and procedures. To that end, each year we participate in internal and
external audits such as a Single and Program Compliance Audits. The results of these audits
have been consistently favorable and reiterate that the Lauderhill Housing Authority is
accomplishing its mission, including but not limited to, being stewards of public funds and trust.
Therefore, we welcome the opportunity to provide your office with additional insight into the
Lauderhill Housing Authority, the administrators, the Employee Lending Program, and our
policies and procedures which provide for controls to prevent fraud or abuse in our housing
programs. Please find below specific instances of inaccurate information contained in your
report.
Factual Inaccuracy #1 (Page 1, Para. 3)- “These managers’ subordinates were responsible for
processing documentation of loan-worthiness, calculating maximum loan amounts and
recommending approval of the loans to their superiors.”
Correct Information – Kennie Hobbs is the Finance Director for the City of Lauderhill. In this
capacity, he also serves as the Executive Director of the Lauderhill Housing Authority. Julie
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Saunders is the Operations Administrator for the City of Lauderhill Finance Department and the
Deputy Director for the Lauderhill Housing Authority. S.H. and K.P. are not employed as
subordinates for Ms. Saunders. In fact, all three individuals, as employees of the City of
Lauderhill’s Finance Department, report directly to Mr. Hobbs. This is a well-known fact and is
supported by officially published City Commission approved budgets, which includes
departmental organizational charts on the City’s website. Copies of the City approved
organizational charts for FY 2011 (LHA Exhibit 1) and FY2014 (LHA Exhibit 2) are included
for your review. Furthermore, S.H. and T.D. serve on the Finance Committee as members of the
City’s Finance Staff and not contract employees of the Housing Authority; this is further
illustrated in OIG Exhibit’s 2 and 3.
As qualified employees, Kennie Hobbs and Julie Saunders applied for participation in the
Employee Lending Program. Both Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders’ applications and
determinations of credit worthiness were determined and approved by the Board of
Commissioners, not the staff, S.H. or K.P as the OIG claims. At the time that Ms. Saunders
application was approved, T.D. was not a member of the Finance staff. She was, in fact, an
employee of the Planning and Redevelopment Department, reporting to D.G, Director. In 20102011, this department was a stand-alone department and reported directly to the City Manager
and not Mr. Hobbs. With the exception of staff correctly labeled as (Contracted) on the LHA
organizational chart, all other City staff works under the umbrella of the Finance Director and
not the Deputy Director of the Housing Authority.
Once again, the Board of Commissioners, not staff, made the determination of credit worthiness
by approving Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders for funding. The five-member board is appointed by
the Mayor and confirmed by the City Commission. They operate with complete autonomy in
setting policy, approving budgets and hiring and firing the Executive Director and General
Counsel. Thus, the Executive Director – Kennie Hobbs is subordinate to the Board, which was
the approving authority in the loans of Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders, not S.H and K.P.
Factual Inaccuracy #2 (Page 1, Para. 3) – “Of equal concern is that monitoring of the
performance of the loans continues to be conducted by subordinates.”
Correct Information – Generally, mortgage payments are deducted directly from the
participating employees’ payroll check. If the mortgagee is not employed by the City, then the
funds are deducted directly from the mortgagee’s bank account through an ACH draft. It is the
City’s IT Director who performs the function of the bi-weekly loan payment processing. The
City IT Director reports directly to the Deputy City Manager. Neither Mr. Hobbs nor Ms.
Saunders has any oversight responsibility of the staff involved in carrying out this process.
Further, the City IT Director provides a report to the City’s Comptroller with information as to
which mortgagee accounts were debited. Thereafter, the bank advises the Comptroller as to
which payments cleared or were rejected. In response, the Comptroller generates a report to
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General Counsel for collection purposes. Thus, the payments of mortgages are regularly
inspected and monitored for the performance of the loans issued by LHA.
Additionally, the LHA’s Independent Auditor, not City or LHA staff, ensures ongoing
compliance with loan and program requirements. As part of the annual confirmation process,
both Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders completed a “Related Party Questionnaire” (See LHA Exhibit
3 as an example) which discloses that they have an outstanding mortgage with the Authority. As
a result, these loans are individually examined to ensure compliance with program and loan
requirements. This is in conformance with Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (GAAS),
and the findings are reported directly to the Authority’s Board of Commissioners.
Factual Inaccuracy #3 (Page 1, Para. 4)-“Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders also took advantage of
their position to benefit from funds for expenses not contemplated by officially sanctioned repair
program.”
Correct information–All of the repairs/improvements made by Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders
were in accordance with the Rehabilitation/Weatherization/Property Improvement Program of
the Authority (Please see OIG Exhibit 25). First, Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders were eligible for
the program which includes being current employees of the City. Second, the borrowed funds are
part of their total mortgage payments and are being repaid through bi-weekly payments.
Moreover, funds were held in escrow and dwelling units are owner occupied, as outlined on
pages one and two of the referenced document.
All expenditures were for approved items, as illustrated on pages two and three of the approved
program. More specifically, on page two of the plan document it explicitly lists items that
qualify such as hot water tanks, kitchen stove, refrigerator, and cabinets; items included on page
three includes “general rehabilitation and/or improvement of the unit including general property
improvement, appliances, fixtures, carpentry, flooring, equipment, landscaping and irrigation.
The referenced improvements have been made on not just the two properties in question, but also
on the more than thirty properties currently collateralized by mortgages by LHA. These types of
improvements are commonplace and not just specific to Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders.
Therefore, Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders did not take advantage of their position since they
qualified for the services and the repairs without regard to their specific titles.
Factual Inaccuracy #4 (Page 1, Para. 4)-“Rather than replace a roof, Ms. Saunders remodeled
her kitchen, made other home improvements and was directly paid over $10,000.”
Correct Information – Ms. Saunders used all funds awarded to her in accordance with the
program guidelines as detailed in OIG Exhibit 25. As stated therein, the repairs made were
eligible based on LHA’s Employee Lending Program and were documented with receipts
previously provided. In fact, based on documentation provided by the General Counsel, more
than 50% of the items were for items purchased prior to the distribution of remaining $10,000
which was held in escrow. Ms. Saunders received reimbursement for all items purchased or
3
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expenditures made for all approved home improvements. She did not receive any funds to which
she was not entitled.
Factual Inaccuracy #5 (Page 1, Para. 4) – “Mr. Hobbs used his inflated repair escrow to install
travertine tile and an aquarium.”
Correct Information – Mr. Hobbs made repairs/improvements to the home in accordance with
the Rehabilitation/Weatherization/Property Improvement Program of the Authority. (See OIG
Exhibit 25). The OIG alleges that the installation of travertine tile is a violation. This is incorrect
as flooring is an improvement permitted by the Program.
Additionally, as reflected on documentation provided to the OIG on or about April 6, 2015, as
part of Subpoena #14-023-003, but not included in your initial report, Mr. Hobbs did not use any
funds received as part of his loan for an aquarium. Mr. Hobbs owned the aquarium prior to his
purchase of the home. The monies used to transfer and install the aquarium were directly from
Mr. Hobbs. For your review, we have attached receipts and voided checks (which were
previously provided to the OIG, but not included in your report) for all work performed on
Hobbs’ house (LHA Exhibit 4).
As for the reference to an inflated repair escrow, this is merely an unsupported opinion of the
investigators since escrow accounts are not predicated on the Home Inspection Report, but is
solely determined by the appraised value of the subject property and the mortgage amount. As
you may be aware, the Home Inspection Report is an owners report and not a report of the
Authority, thus, information included is intended for the owners use and is not utilized to
determine needed repairs or escrow amounts.
Factual Inaccuracy #6 (Page 2, Last Paragraph)-“Since at least 2009, Ms. Saunders has been
the sole employee reporting to Mr. Hobbs at the LHA, and all other LHA employees (CityProvided or LHA direct hires) report to her.”
Correct Information –This is not true, with the exception of E.W., S.L. and since 2012, T.D.,
all other City employees involved with LHA do so as part of their City responsibilities, and thus
report to no one in LHA. In fact, S.H. and K.P. under no circumstance have ever reported to Ms.
Saunders. This is further illustrated in organizational charts provided to your office and included
in your report as OIG Exhibit 2 and OIG Exhibit 3, as well as, newly provided City of Lauderhill
organizational charts (See LHA Exhibit 1 and 2). As you will see, on the LHA side, the only
City employee that reports to Ms. Saunders is D.J (reassigned to Administration Department
since June 2015), and on the City side E.W., T.D. and previously S.L. Additionally, the City
organizational charts clearly show that S.H., Deputy Finance Director and K.P., Comptroller,
report directly to Mr. Hobbs and never Ms. Saunders.
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Factual Inaccuracy #7 (Page 6, Para. 2)- “They further took advantage of their public position
to benefit from funds, with the cooperation of the Board Attorney, for expenses not contemplated
by officially sanctioned repair program.”
Correct Information –This is a baseless and scandalous allegation for which there is no
support. Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders, eligible employees, participated in the Rehabilitation,
Weatherization/Property Improvement Program of the Authority. They used their loan awards
only on improvements permitted by the Program.
The specific improvements are listed below and were documented by receipts with supporting
authority for the improvements contained in LHA Exhibit 9 and OIG Exhibit 22.
1. Roof repairs for the tile and gutters therein;
2. Interior Painting;
3. Energy Efficient Appliances;
4. Pool repairs;
5. Tree Trimming; and
6. Irrigation
The statement which infers that the Board Attorney has colluded with another to misappropriate
funds is a violation of The Florida Bar Rules of Professional Conduct. Specifically, it is a
violation of Fla. Bar Rule 4-8.4 “to engage in conduct in connection to the practice of law that is
prejudicial to the administration of justice, including to knowingly, or through callous
indifference, disparage or humiliate other lawyers in any basis.” The OIG is a criminal justice
agency and holds itself out as an independent watchdog against corruption, fraud, and gross mismanagement. This is a connection to the practice of law. Therefore, the OIG should be held
accountable as any other criminal justice agency or lawyer in their duty not to disparage or
attempt to humiliate another lawyer. A blanket false assertion of collusion without any evidence
is the OIG’s attempt to disparage and/or humiliate the General Counsel, Alfreda Coward.
In the OIG’s attempt to disparage and/or humiliate the General Counsel by accusing her of
collision, the OIG failed to acknowledge or provide the written documentation previously
provided by General Counsel including documentation, (such as receipts and escrow statements),
which demonstrate that the improvements made to Mr. Hobbs’ and Mr. Saunders’ homes were
eligible for payment by the Rehabilitation/Weatherization/Property Improvement Program. This
documentation is included, once again, in this Response as LHA Exhibit 9.
Factual Inaccuracy #8 (Page 8, Para.3)- The OIG was not provided with documentation
evidencing that the LHA Board reviewed and approved any standard, general terms for the loans.
Correct Information – Resolution 10R-05-32 outlines the standard, general terms of all loan
criteria, specifically the lending criteria which is based upon credit rating and maximum loan
value. Resolution 10R-05-32 was passed by the LHA Board of Commissioners on June 15,
5
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2010. This specific resolution was provided to the OIG as part of our response to your Subpoena
14-023-002 on December 1, 2014 and again, in response to your request for emails in August
2015. We have included a copy of the original email from the board secretary to the board,
which includes the actual resolution provided to and approved by the LHA Board on May 11,
2010 (LHA Exhibit 5). The version included as OIG Exhibit 32 in your preliminary report, is
not the item presented to or approved by the LHA Board.
Factual Inaccuracy #9– (Page 8, Last Paragraph) “They were the only employees who
qualified for the lowest interest rate of 6 percent, the rate established in June 2010 upon the
recommendation of staff.”
Correct Information - In accordance with the approved lending criteria, established in 2010 by
the Board, interest rates are based solely on the applicants’ credit scores and loan to value. Mr.
Hobbs and Ms. Saunders met the criteria established by the Board.
We have included copies of the lending criteria for non-city employees and City employees alike
(LHA Exhibit 6), which were previously provided to the OIG in our response to your subpoena
#14-023-002, and as you can see, all participants’ interest rates are based solely on their credit
scores. To illustrate, a non-city employee who is a park attendant for another local municipality
with a credit score of 670; and a city employee who is a park attendant with a credit score of 670
would have both qualified to receive an interest rate of 6.00 %, without regard to their particular
employer and in accordance with the approved lending criteria. Lastly, the OIG requested and
received copies of the credit information that was presented to the Board of Commissioners,
which was used to assign Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders respective interest rates, and in their draft
report have not provided any statements or evidence contradicting the rate assigned.
Factual Inaccuracy #10 (Page 12, Para. 3)-“Mr. Hobbs said that he agreed with an aquarium
contractor to fold in the costs of moving, installing plumbing, and wiring his aquarium with the
cost of replacing the floor with tile.”
Correct Information – This is not true. The incorrect statement above was derived from a
statement given by Mr. Hobbs to the Office of the State Attorney (SAO). Mr. Hobbs actual
representation to the SAO is that the contractor that was moving his aquarium agreed to remove
and install the new flooring in his home, in addition to moving his existing aquarium, but in a
separate invoice. OIG Exhibit 11, which was included in your preliminary report, shows total
payments to JAWZ.net of $5,789, much less than the total cost of removing and installing the
flooring in question. Please see attached invoice for $7,174 for the material and labor relating to
the tile only, which was also provided to the OIG but not included in the Preliminary Report
(LHA Exhibit 4). Additionally, we have included a copy of the $600 invoice exclusively for
moving the aquarium in question and copies of canceled checks and credit card receipts
evidencing payment of said services (LHA Exhibit 4).
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Factual Inaccuracy #11 (Page 13) - Ms. Saunders Was Given Special Treatment in the
Administration of Her Loan and Roof Replacement Escrow.
Correct Information – Ms. Saunders loan and repair escrow were processed in accordance with
the approved loan process using the approved loan and escrow criteria. All qualifying
documentation was provided to the OIG at their request and they have not communicated any
verifiable issues with her income, interest rate or loan amount. However, we will address each
separate claim made on page 13.
Factual Inaccuracy #12 (Page 13, #1) - The 2010 Application and Approval for $280,000
Occurred One Year Before Ms. Saunders Bought Her Home.
Correct Information –This statement is not true and documentation dispelling this claim was
previously provided to the OIG, but not included in the Preliminary Report. The 2010 application
and approval for $280,000 was for a Sales Contract entered into on July 6, 2010 for a property
located at 4762 NW 66 Avenue, Lauderhill, Florida and not the property that was ultimately
purchased on June 13, 2011. The property associated with the 2010 application and approval
was being sold as a short sale owned by the association, but had an outstanding mortgage held by
a third party bank. This process went on for about 10 months, but ultimately ended when the
association could not secure short sale approval from the bank holding the first mortgage.
Factual Inaccuracy #13 (Page 13, #2)-In 2011 Staff Committed LHA to Loan Ms. Saunders
Another $40,000 Before Board Approval and Without a Second Application.
Correct Information – Staff did not commit to approve a loan to Ms. Saunders, but issued her a
Mortgage Loan Commitment which was subsequently and in accordance with the process and
approved by the Board. The Mortgage Loan Commitment is a conditional approval and does not
commit the LHA to funding unless all requirements and provisions set forth by the lender are
met. Attached please find a copy of the document in question (LHA Exhibit 8) which clearly
states that “your final approval is not guaranteed and that this commitment is also subject to
reconsideration if there is any material change in your financial status in the information
provided in your application or on the condition of the property.” As you know, staff updated all
relevant information to protect the interest of the authority and to ensure that the applicant still
met the requirements of the program as of the date that the commitment was executed and
ultimately approved by the Board.
More specifically, although the applicant was not required to complete a new application, as per
the Loan Commitment letter dated July 6, 2010, she was required to submit updated
documentation to the satisfaction of the Board. Therefore, staff obtained updated income
information (as of April 2011), which yielded $7,000 in additional income and an updated credit
report (as of March 9, 2011), which yielded a credit score 21 points higher than her original
report from 2010.
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Additionally, a new Loan Processing Worksheet was completed, which included updated
income, expense and credit information, which was the basis for the Board’s approval at its May
2011 meeting. Again, as per the commitment letter, the loan was not guaranteed unless the
lender was satisfied with the subsequent documentation submitted, which was presented to and
approved by the Board, which was further evidenced by the Board’s minutes provided and the
Chairman’s signature on the financial worksheet. Again, this dispels the allegation that the loan
in question was approved without documented action by the Board.
As for withholding information, the investigators statements are not based on facts. Ms.
Saunders did advise the Authority (in writing) that she owned a condominium, which was listed
on the MLS for sale. Additionally, being that the loan associated with the condo in question was
held by a traditional lender; the credit report pulled in April 2010 and March 2011, which were
both provided to the investigator, reflected a 24 month payment history. As such, the loan for
the property in question was not only current as of the date of her initial approval but also current
as of May 10, 2011, the date that the Board approved her current loan.
Factual Inaccuracy #14 (Page 19, Para. 1) – There was no documented board approval of full
lending criteria.
Correct Statements – As provided to the OIG investigator (on or about December 1, 2014) in
response to Subpoena #14-023-002, the Board initially approved Resolution 10R-05-29 on May
11, 2010, which was superseded by Resolution 10R-05-32, which was approved on June 15,
2010 (both resolutions are included in LHA Exhibit 5). The two resolutions, which included the
approved lending criteria and the Board Minutes from said meetings were provided to the
investigator as detailed above and are included in their preliminary report as Exhibits 29 and 30.
Again, this further dispels the notion that the Board had not approved the lending criteria.
Factual Inaccuracy #15 (Page 21, Para. 2) - Staff implemented a repair escrow process that
was more generous that the City’s and apparently unknown to the LHA Board.
Correct Statements - LHA is an independent entity not governed by the rules and programs of
the City. Our Board makes independent decisions when it comes to approving our budget and
program requirements. As such, all improvements made by participants of the Employee
Lending Program are consistent with the LHA Board approved repair/improvement plan. This is
evident not only in the repairs made as part of the Employee Lending Program but for repairs
made by LHA on properties that we own for rent and resale.
In summary, we believe that it is important to note, that it is the responsibility of the Board to set
policy and not carry out administrative functions for the Authority. Hence, when the Board is
presented with information relating to the various programs of the Authority, it is reviewed and
voted on by the Board, thus establishing program guidelines. Once approved, it is for our highly
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capable administrative staff to carry out the administrative functions and approvals to ensure the
success of our various programs. This is further demonstrated in our Bylaws that clearly assign
all administrative functions and tasks to our professional staff. We believe this philosophy to be
consistent with the intended widely accepted Public Administration framework of a
Commission/Manager form of government.
Factual Inaccuracy #16 (Page 29, Para.2) – “He continued to do graduate coursework in
accounting and finance, as well as public administration coursework at Nova Southeastern
University”.
Correct Information - Mr. Hobbs has a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting from Florida
Atlantic University and a Master of Public Administration degree from Nova Southeastern
University. In addition, he has completed 30 hours of graduate course work in accounting and
finance.

OIG STATEMENTS/LHA POSITIONS
Your Preliminary Report contains conclusions which are not supported by the information you
received during your investigation. My clients have specific objections to the following OIG
positions:
OIG Statement #1 (Page 9) “Mr. Hobbs’ Repair Escrow was Not Established in a Way to
Protect LHA’s Interests.”
LHA Position – This statement is baseless and lacks any legal support. Mr. Hobbs’ escrow was
executed in accordance with the program established by the LHA Board of Commissioners; was
executed prior to any funds being disbursed for approved repairs; and only allowed for direct
payment to vendors for approved repairs/improvements. There are no problems identified with
the escrow documentation itself except that it was finalized subsequent to the closing.
OIG Statement #2 (Page 10) – Ms. Saunders also recommended approval of the loan and
signed her name over the title of Executive Director. No provision exists within the resolutions,
bylaws, or policies that the LHA provided to us that authorized Ms. Saunders to execute such a
document or act on behalf of the LHA in this way, except as derived from the direct
authorization of Mr. Hobbs.
LHA Position – Attached please find the job description for LHA’s Deputy Director (previously
provided to the OIG but included as LHA Exhibit 7) that clearly shows that the Deputy Director
shall serve as the Executive Director in the absence of the Executive Director. As a result, when
acting in that capacity, they would assume all of the powers of the Executive Director, including
that ability to sign agreements on behalf of the Authority.
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Furthermore, the OIG has not provided any evidence that Mr. Hobbs had any discussions or
directed S.H. or Ms. Saunders to act in any manner while reviewing his loan application. In fact,
the aforementioned statement of the OIG appears to directly dismiss statements given by both
S.H and Ms. Saunders, which are included on pages 25 and 26 of this report. More specifically
S.H. stated “because Mr. Hobbs was the LHA Executive Director, he forwarded his
recommendation for approval to Ms. Saunders.” Also, Ms. Saunders stated, “she reviewed the
loan worksheet and determined that the amount approved and the calculated interest rate
conformed to the program criteria and because the loan was for over $200,000, she included it on
the agenda for presentation to the Board for its review and approval.”
OIG Statement #3 (Page 12) – Although only $2,075 in repairs was recommended by the Home
Inspector, Mr. Hobbs received a repair escrow of $8,920.
LHA Position – LHA repair escrows are not predicated on the Home Inspector’s Report, but
based on the appraised value, as highlighted in the Board approved Lending Criteria (OIG
Exhibit 30). As stated in the approved policy, “the loan may not exceed 100% of the repaired
appraised value.” Please note that home inspections are purchased by the applicant for the
benefit of the applicant and not LHA.
As for this loan specifically, the escrow amount was based on appraised value $375,000 less net
loan amount ($370,000 contract price - $11,100 employee contribution - $1,842.51
assessments/county taxes credits +9,022.50 closing costs= $366,006.91) leaving $8,920.01
available for escrow. All of this information is included and can be verified on the previously
provided HUD-1. Simply put, Mr. Hobbs received a repair escrow which conformed to the
Board Approved Lending Criteria.
OIG Statement # 4 (Page 14) - Ms. Saunders’ 2011 Loan Approval Increased Inexplicably.
LHA Position – Ms. Saunders’ Loan Approval was appropriate in that the increase in the
maximum loan was based on the approved lending criteria and an industry standard maximum
loan calculation. The formula used was a Present Value (PV) calculation using the Max Housing
Cost Based on Gross and Net monthly Principal and Interest. This calculation takes into
consideration assigned interest rates, term of loan, and monthly payment.
OIG Statement # 5 (Page 15)- Despite having a lower income, Ms. Saunders was granted a
higher maximum loan amount than W.L., whose higher income only qualified him for a
maximum loan amount of $261,676 based on gross income.
LHA Position - The investigators assertion does not take the full financial and credit picture of
W.L. and Ms. Saunders into consideration. For example, as illustrated in OIG Table 2, while
gross annual income of W.L is $101,294 and Ms. Saunders is $99,108 (a difference of only
$2,186) a variation in their Net Annual Income is much greater for W.L. $65,867 to Ms.
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Saunders $94,788 (a difference of $28,921), which represent funds available to pay living
expenses including their mortgage. Net Annual Income is the number that was used, since it is
the more relevant number. Additionally, credit scores affect maximum loan amounts. Per the
approved lending criteria W.L. qualified for a rate of 7.25%, based on a credit score in the 500’s
and Saunders qualified for a rate of 6%, based on her credit score in the 700’s (well above the
required minimum to qualify for 6% rate). Thus, when completing the maximum loan value, in
addition to a 1.25% lower interest rate, Ms. Saunders actually has $28,921 annually or $2,410
monthly more funds available to meet her financial obligations. Again, when determining the
PV of potential loans, interest rate, net monthly income and term of loan are all considered.
OIG Statement #6 (Page 15) A Roof Replacement Escrow, Without an Escrow Agreement,
Was Established Despite the Fact that a New Roof Was Not Needed or Obtained.
LHA Position – As with all real estate transactions, the sales contract and price is between the
seller and the buyer only, and not the lender. Hence, the fact that Ms. Saunders was able to
negotiate a better price, or why, is not the business of the LHA. As spelled out in our lending
criteria, the Authority will provide funding for up to 100 percent of the repaired appraised value.
The funds loaned and its usage is guided by the policies of the LHA, the mortgage and note; not
a private sales contract to which LHA is not a party.
As for funds placed in escrow, consistent with the other three participants of the Employee
Lending Program that received funds; all funds were to be used for repairs/improvements in
accordance with the LHA approved plan. As such, that is the case of Ms. Saunders. The
preliminary report states that LHA’s program did not exist at the time that funds were placed in
escrow. The fact remains that funds were placed in escrow with General Counsel (who reports
directly to the Board and not Mr. Hobbs or his staff) who did not release funds for initial repairs
until October 21, 2011, which was nearly four months after LHA established its program.
OIG Statement #7 (Page 16)- Escrow Payments went to Painting, Cabinet Remodeling,
Landscaping, Plumbing and Ms. Saunders Instead of Replacing the Roof or Paying Down
Principal.
LHA Position –Funding provided to Ms. Saunders and held in escrow was used in accordance
with program guidelines as detailed in OIG Exhibit 25. As stated therein, the repairs made were
eligible based on LHA’s Employee Lending Program and not that of the City’s Grant Program
that has more stringent regulations for its applicants and is income-based. Additionally, please
refer to LHA Exhibit 9 which outlines the rationale and procedure under which the remaining
funds were disbursed to Ms. Saunders.
OIG Statement #8 (Page 18) - Mr. Hobbs and Ms. Saunders Were Aware of the Conflict
Prohibition They Violated.
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LHA Position - LHA’s program is for the sole benefit of City of Lauderhill and Lauderhill
Housing Authority employees to purchase and improve homes located in the City of Lauderhill.
The rules and regulations pertaining to this program have been included as (OIG Exhibit 25).
The program discussed by the investigator and the referenced City Rehabilitation Program
documents (Exhibit 26-28) correlate to the City’s Federally funded NSP program and not LHA’s
Employee Lending Program. More specifically, as stated in Exhibit 26, paragraph one, sentence
one, this assertion only applies to “City of Lauderhill employees who apply for assistance from
any FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAM”, which this is not. Furthermore, in the first sentence on
page 18 of the OIG’s preliminary report, the investigator in their own words states that HUD, not
LHA, requires a conflict check and waiver for employees who receive HUD funding. In this
case, all funding was derived from the employees’ portion of their contribution to the City’s
Pension Funds (which does not include ANY Federal, State or Local Government Funds).
Lastly, as for a frequently recurring conflict between their personal interests and the interest of
the governmental entity they serve, the fact remains that all financial monitoring for the
Employee Lending Program is conducted by a 3rd party external auditor who reports directly to
the Board of Commissioners. This is the assurance that on-going programmatic conditions are
being met.
OIG Statement #9 (Page 22) – Other City and LHA Employees Were Not Informed of the
Employee Loan Program’s Especially Favorable Terms.
LHA Statement –Members of LHA’s staff made formal presentations at City Pension Board
meetings that included City employees and members of the various collective bargaining units
(General Employees (AFSME), Police (FOP) and Fire (IAFF). At these meetings, the Employee
Loan Program was discussed in detail. In addition to posting printed material in City facilities,
LHA requested City Pension board members and Union staff to disseminate program details to
their respective members.
Conclusion
The Lauderhill Housing Authority and all other interested parties have provided you with
countless documents and access to the interworking of the Lauderhill Housing Authority. If you
provide more than a cursory review of the documents provided to you throughout your
investigation, this Response to your Preliminary Report, and the Exhibits attached herein, you
will commend the LHA’s innovative Employee Lending Program as being consistent with our
mission. Furthermore, you will find that Kennie Hobbs and Julie Saunders’ participation in the
program was approved by this Board as it was in accordance to the criteria required by all City of
Lauderhill and Lauderhill Housing Authority employees. In as such, on September 28, 2015, the
Board passed two Resolutions approving this Response to the Preliminary Report and supporting
Kennie Hobbs and Julie Saunders. (See LHA Exhibit 10).
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Finally, as the program is still in its infancy, the Board with the support of its administrative staff
and the recommendations of its external auditor will continue to implement policies and
procedures to assist residents in obtaining affordable housing; promote home ownership; develop
and maximize resources- while being good stewards of public funds and trust.
Sincerely,
/s/Veronica L. Robinson
Veronica L. Robinson, Esq.

Enc.
cc:

Lauderhill Housing Authority
Alfreda Coward, Esq.
Kennie Hobbs
Julie Saunders
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LAW OFFICES OF

Coward & Coward, P.A.
ALFREDA D. COWARD, ESQ.
REPLY TO:

□ 7101 WEST COMMERCIAL BLVD, STE 4A

KIMBERLY D. COWARD, ESQ.

□ POST OFFICE BOX 25487

FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33319

FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33320

TO:

David Schulson, Esq.
Office of the State Attorney

FROM:

Alfreda D. Coward, Esq.
General Counsel for Lauderhill Housing Authority

RE:

SP14-11-101

DATE:

Friday, February 13, 2015

MEMORANDUM
Thank you for giving us additional time to respond to the above-referenced subpoena. I have
attached the responsive documents with notations made on the cover page for each section.
Nonetheless, I would like to take this opportunity to elaborate on a few matters.
First, you will note that the documents responsive to number three (3) on the list do not exist. We
have thoroughly searched our records and have found that we did not begin instituting our
trust/fund escrow agreements until sometime in 2012. I would also note that the roof escrow in this
case should have been titled a repair escrow, as was done in all other instances similar in nature.
Second, although not specifically mentioned in the subpoena request, you asked whether we had
any policies on file relating to our repair program or procedures. Accordingly, we have attached the
Mortgage and Lending Criteria which dictates that the maximum loan amount should not exceed
100 percent of the appraised value versus the sales price. We have also attached some
Administrative Policies and Procedures. Unlike traditional lenders, our repair program extends
beyond the items reflected in an inspection report and includes items related to general property
improvements such as appliances, fixtures and flooring.
Lastly, you will note that in November 2012 we issued all funds remaining in the repair escrow in
the amount of $10,135.81 directly to Ms. Saunders. The reason for doing such was an inter-office
decision based on professional advice to limit the amount of time for which clients’ monies are held
in trust. In this instance, the funds remained in our account for approximately 18 months.

Phone: (954) 722-0836

cc@cowardlaw.com

Fax: (954) 722-0636

It was deemed most cost effective, at the time, to return the funds to Ms. Saunders in lieu of
refinancing her mortgage. In response to such, the executive director executed a written directive on
how to handle said funds going forward. Even still, at the time the money was returned to Ms.
Saunders, it is prudent to note that she had pending receipts in the amount of $5,000, and was
entitled to said reimbursements prior to closing of the file. With that said, in an effort of
compliance, we have obtained receipts/proof of payments from Ms. Saunders to assist you in
reconciling the remaining balance of the expended funds, all of which, are currently under
repayment through her existing mortgage.
Thank you for your continued consideration in this matter. I look forward to hearing from you
soon. Please do not hesitate to contact me directly if you are in need of additional information or
need some clarification on related matters.
Sincerely,

Alfreda D. Coward, Esq.

Phone: (954) 722-0836

cc@cowardlaw.com

Fax: (954) 722-0636
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8207 SW 19thSt.
North Lauderdale,FL 33068
Phone 954-532-9517
Fax 954-532-9525
Contact person: (Marvin) 754-246-2922

INVOICE
DATE:10-18-11
SUBMITTEDTO: JULIESAUNDERS
IOB LOCATION

LAUDERHILL,FL 33319

RE:PAYMENTREQUEST
FORROOFREPAIRSERVICE

Deposit for scope of work on tile roof for address shown
above:
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

$1,650.00

Removegutters from all four locations in front of house.
Removetiles atleast 4ft. or more from edge of roof.
Removeold tile underlayment.
Relaceall rotten plywood, 1x4's and 2x10's Cedarfacia.
Mechanicalfasten 30lb with lY+ringshank nail and tin tags
Install new 2x2 drip edge metal.
Prime metal and install tile underlaymentwith peel & stick.
Install newtiles with foam and tile tight cement.
Re-installall four gutters in all four areasto complete iob.

TOTAL

PLEASEMAKECHECKPAYABLETO : M.T.T.Roofing, Inc.
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Close

Fwd:
From: Julie Saundersfi ulie.saundersg@gmail.com)
Sent: Fri I0l21l1l I l:29'AM
To: AlfredaCoward(alfreda@cowardlaw.com)
Foryour records

Beginforwardedmessage
:
From: clifford brown<abro\x149@live.com>
Date:October2l,20ll 9:49:51AMEDT
To: JulieSaunders
Browns wallcovering
92 sw 3Tthave
fortlauderdale,fl33312
-7434| Fax 954-739-4733
office 954-797

To: JulieSaunders
interioir paintproposa
From : Clifford Brown

Areas to be seniced

.
.
'
.
.

paintall commonareasin thehome $1,000.00
paintlaundryroom $80.00
all doorsanbaseboard..semiglossfinish..onlyin commonareas$400.00
no bathrooms..nobedrooms
patchceilingin commonarea...$120.00

https://bluI 84.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvclPrintMessages?mkFen-us

21412015

Outlook.comPrint Message

Page2of2

Materials

10-15gallonsof Behr Paintbrandpaintfor walls
2-3 gallonsof demiglossfor doorsanbaseboard
patchan primerswereneeeded
5-6gallons
for accentwalls...
Totalestimatedprice for materials..$700
Total price
for interiorpaintjob is $2,300includesall materials..

Depositof $1,000is neededto getstarted...leaving
a balanceof $1,300..due
when
complete.
estimatetime to complete..isfour days..

https:/iblu184.mail.live.com/oVmail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt:en-us
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M.T.T. RooFING, INc.
8207sw rgtnst.
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. Phone954-532-9517
Fax954-532-9525
Contact person:(Marvin) 754-246-2922

TO:
JulieSaunders
Lauderhill,FL 33319
B LOCATION:

JOB DESCRIPTION:
Repairof tile roof and facia

OFWORK
SCOPE
Replacinstile roof:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Removeguttersfrom allfour locationsin front of house.
Removetiles atleast 4ft. or more from edge of roof.
Removeold tile underlayment.
Relaceall rottenplywood,1x4'sand 2x10'sCedarfacia.
Mechanicalfasten30lb with 1 ln ring shank nail and tin tags
fnstallnew 2x2drip edge metal.
Primemetaland installtile underlayment
with peel& stick.
lnstallnew tiles with foam and tile tight cement.
Re-installall four gutters in'all four areasto completejob.

JOB COST

$3.3000.00

AII work to meet or exceed state & local building code
TJ!REE IH OUSANp THREE HUNp REp p O LLARS $3,3OO,OO
ALL WORKMANSHIP
IS FTILLYGIIARANTEEDTON ONITVCARFROMCOMPLETION
OF
PROJECT.
PAYMENTS
AS FOLLOW:
1. 50%($1,650.00)
DUE Ow STG^TTVG
OF CONTRACT.
2. 50%($1,650.00)uPoN coMpLETtoN oF JOB.

PAYMENTTERMS:
ALLWORK SHALLBE DONEIN A WORKMANLIKEMANNERACCORDING
TO STANDARD
PRACTICES.
ANY ALTERATION
ORDEVIATIONFROMTHEABOVE SPECIFICAT'OflS
INVOLVING
FJffRACOSTWILLBE EXECUTEDON VERBALAGREEMENT
ANDWRITTENNOTICES,
AND
WILLBECOMEAN EXTRACOSTOVERANDABOVETHE ESTIMATED
PRICE.

(Signature)
JulieSaunders

(Signature)
MTTRoofingInc.
(MarvinTrowers)
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Print
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Fwd:
From:JulieSaunder
com)
Se n t :F r i l 0 l 2 l l l I l 1 :2 9A M
To: AlfredaCoward(alfreda@cowardlaw.com)
Foryourrecords

Beginforwarded
message:
From: cliffordbrown<cbrown:ll{Dlj:,e.com>
D a t eO
: c t o b e2r1 . 2 0 1 1
9 : 4 9 : 5A
1 MEDT
To: Julie Saunders<

Bro*;nswallcolcring
9 l s w 3 7 t ha r e
tbrtlauderdale.fl
::;3I 2
')54-'739-4733
office 95,:l-791-7434
Fax
I

To: JulieSaundersinterioir perintpropos

From: CliffordBrown

Areas to be serviced

'

'
.
'
.
.

paintall commonareasin thehome$1.000.')0
paintlaundryroom$80.0t1
all doorsanbaseboard..scrniglossfinish..c,rrly
in commonareas$400.00
no bathrooms..no
bedroorns
patchceilingin commonarea...$120,00

PrintMessase
Outlook.com

Page2 of 2

Materials

10-15gallonsof Behr Painrbranclpaintfbr w,alls
2-3 gallonsof semiglossfor ,loorsan basebo,rrJ
patchan primerswere neeeded
5-6gallons
for accentwalls".,
Totalestimated
pricefbr rnaterials.
$700
Total price
f o r i n t e r i o pr a i n tj o b i s $ 2 , . i ( r i0n c l u d easl i m i r r c r i a l s . .

D e p o s iot f $ 1 , 0 0 0i s n e e d e itlo g e ts r a r t e d , . . l ci n, rgra b a l a n c o
e f $ 1 . 3 0 0 . . d uweh e n
complete.
estimate
time to conrplete..is
tirurdals..
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Close

Fwd: kitchencabinetsDiSREGUARDpreviousemail-bw
From: Julie Bowe
Sent: Wedl Il02lll
To: alfreda@cowardlaw.com
Cc: kimberly@cowardlaw.com

Forwardedmessage
From:clifford brown <cbrown48@live.com>
Date:Tue,Nov 1, 20ll at 7:55pM
Subject:RE: kitchencabinetsDISREGUARDprevious
To: JulieSaunder

depositof $200.00dollarsis required...an
thepick up of doorson oct 2z}IL..leaving balanceof
375.00duewhenprojectcomplete..thank
you cliffordbrown..
From:cbrown48@live.com
To:
Subject:kitchencabinetsDISREGUARDpreviousemail-bw
Date:Thu,27 Oct20lI ll:12:41 -0500
Proiect:
;Stainkitchencabinet
-light sand(all kitchencabinetsanddoors)
-Gel stain(all cabinetsanddoors)
-Mahoganystain
-clearall cabinetsanddoorswith polyurethane
Cabinets
-installall handleson doorsanddrawers$50.00
Labor:$450.00
Materials:$75.00
total cost:$575.00
* Materialsfor handlesARE NOT included
estimatedtime to completewill be seven(7) days

https://blu184.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvclPrintMessages?mkFen-us

2t4/2015
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LANDSCAPING
ANDLAWNSERVICE

P.O.Box55
FortLauderdale,
FL33902
(754)368-4356
Phone=
Phone:(75412L4-2329
Landscaping

$

Sprinkler
Repair $
TreeRemoval
$
TreePlanting
$

t**

rrimming shCleanUp

$

CutGrass
Fertilizer
(Twice

$

Other

$

a Year)

Price:/

$
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009192675093
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a6lr5/2012

0 ? 0 6 1 2 9 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 267078325
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puRcH[suR sxGtiIAfuRE
JULI$ SAUNDERS
DEB]T VISA
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rcINAl, RECEIPT:
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FOR CUSTOMERUSE
l-OR CUSTOMERUSE

COMBO WHITE RICHMOND RSl

MODEL NIIMBERt C3.4124A
" WHITE RICHMONDCOI4BOVANITY

r"2 cus
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000818579
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Julie Bowers<jLlie.saunders9@gmail,com>

bathroomrepairs
1 message
essahrahaman<simplycleansfl@gmail.com>
To

Mon,Jun4,2A12at 8:07PM

SimplyClean
OF $OUTHFLORItrA
954-868-3S98

1.
2.
3.
4.

Plumbingfiltings
$80.00
Moldtreatment
$35.00
Finished114"ply $20,00
Drywall,screws,etc.-$5q,00
TOTAL: $ 185.00

LABOR : $450.00

pFscBrPfloN
bathroom
sinkcabinets,
Removalof
Removalof moldeddrywall.
Treatmoldedarea.
lnstallnewcabinets.
Reinstall
existingcountertop.

t37b9t7.'. 6/5/2012
https://mail.gongle.com/mail/?ui*2&ik:e38cd195e8&view:pt&search=inbox&th=
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Sears
SEARS
HOIIE
APPLIANCE
07565
7910t.lCol4l4ERCIAL
BLV0
LAUDERHILL,
FL3335I.(}(]O()
@
954-578-3633
(D

CN

RETAIN
FOR
COI'IPARISON
lilTl1I|ONIHLY
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o
ilililtiltilililililtililililil
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SALESCHECK #
o75659021 473

@

y0uR
sH0p
ltAvREHAROS
x)(xxxxxxxxxx4s55
k
Cn
(D

L I V N | , l I VC O P Yt ) N L VE
L A Y A I i AC
Y 0 P Y0 N L y

ro,
QorLtvtR

UJ
'PURCiIASER.
CuSI0lilER:
ADDRESS:
, CIIY/STAIE:

fiztr coor,
[irHone:

cusTor,tER
JULIE
SAUNOERS
@
JUTIE
SAUNDERSA
LAUDERHILT,
FL

E
A

33319

A
FINAL
PAYiIENT
DATF:
02/01/13

S
9
(tt

TRAliS
PO/STORE
REGilASSOC{
E
1 4 7 3 l 0 0 7 5 6 59 0 2
1016
@
(D MERCHANDISE ORDERED
CENTRAL DELTVERY
H
A' T
LAVAWAV
22 60733 SAIISUNG
E. SAL699.99T
e
ORDERED
SEIUP& PUiIN PLACE
H
22 49614 RGCRD
3 |1|trDS 20.s8rI
'RDER[',
sETup & p..TIN pLAcE
R
b5 2281973 1.9ctj. FTl,tDS3gS.t}ei
ORTJEREIj
;A
u'@
(N0H00KUP)
LEAVE
IN CARI0N
2216723 DISH,I,IASHE
titDsBgg.gSr
9^
Y
ORDEREO
(NOHOIIKUP) H
LEAI/E
IN CARTON
ltull cREOrT
lOt
200.00I-d5
cn 4680843 28CU.FI, SALIB9S.99I
I]RDERED
O
sETUP& PUTIN PLAcE
E
c 4 2 2| 0 0 0 D I S H
KIT,U
ilDS 14.99r

(l|O*OKII3'*'O "N
LEAVE
]NCARTON

2 21 6 0 0 6 l l o v , P o t {i E
l O s 8 . 9 Sbt
q)
ORDERED
(NOHOO|(UP) U)
LEAI/E
iN CARTON
LAYAilAV
FEE
.00
a
DELTVERY
FrE i9.ss
hra N0N-REFUNDABLE
su8T0lAL
3824.90
x
'6
t}ul 0FAREA
TAX06,000x 224.10
DEP0SII/48,989^
g
11/05/12
BALAi'|CE
T0TAL
3300.62
CARD
IYPE:
OEBIT
CARD
'q
ACCIf:
lJ540i
A

alvgsn?
o
o)

roru*l.lLgg
DEErr
"--

Invoice
*** Duplicate***
Hill Lightingof Pompano
3340NorthPowerlineRoad
PompanoBeach, FL 33069
Phone(954)971-5870 Fax(954)971-6131
unuw.hillighting.com

Page:

wd#t#/ww

LIGH-TTI\G
L!.l_Bf

rIIrN--'

Sold to:

rrRtcitir

ANLa

ulALrr[.uL

JULIESUNDERS

Ticket#:6002991
Ticketdate: 11110112
Station:6

Ship to:

954-854-3936

Customer#:
Slsrep:

9548543936
TERI

Shipdate:
Location:

Quantity ltem #

Vendor

1 FP8O95PW
1 DR1-36PW

MAIN

Description

110

PEWTER
FAN

110

36x36xlPewter

Ship-viacode:
Terms:
Ship-frornlocation

Price Sellingunit
218.08EACH
Each

Ext prc
218.08
42.86

,,0

ftilt.[lJhffl(j

33+0
r,iPt)!/rRrtNF
lt0
PO|VIPANO
BiACh,
Ft33069
11,'09r2012
l5:4i:il
iuleirirart
IDt
00000000i
/B,ji"ii
TermrnallD;
0267192j
l.{5311679887

CREDIT
CARO
YISA
S/ILE
CARI)
i
INVOiCE
q':
Batch
gpovalCodt
inb'y
lvletrod:
4ode:

XXXT\XXXXXiX5+0i
0008
0006+9
056590
Swiped
0nline

,Ati
Al,10Llllj

$liit6|,

CU:;UMIhI
{.(jPY
User: STATION2

Totalline items: 2

Salesubtotal:
Tax:
Total:

Vsa

260.94
15.66
276.60

276.60
Nettender:

SevenDay returnpolicy.Specialordersmust be PAID lN FULL.NoRefundsor
Returnson Specialorders.Unlessthe item is no longeravailable.The
manufacturerwill processyour orderas soon as possible,but will not
guarantee a delivery date, 8 weeks max. We will notifo you when your
merchandiseis received.Allorderssubjectto shippingand handling.

Illlilr
ilil|
ilililtl
ililr
tilil
ilfltiltililr

276.60

Page 1

7l./74/1213:50:t1

IF

RETURNED:

22 87973

1.9

CU. FT 1s8

S e a r a
SEARS I{OME APPLIANCE
7910

07555

W COMMERCIAL BLVD

I,AUDERHILL, F], 33351-OOOO
9 5 4- 5 7 8 - 3 6 3 3

UAL!

INFORMATION:

lUI(

DELIVERY

(800)732-7747

PARTS

( 8 0 0 )4 5 9 - 4 5 6 3

INSTALI,ATION

(865) 277 -1324

SERVICE

( 8 0 0 )4 6 9 - 4 5 5 3
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SHOP YOI]R WAY REWARDS XXXXXXXXXXXX4955

TEIJL US ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCE AND YOU

DELIVER TO:

CUSTOMER

]-O WINNERS EVERY MONTH!

PURC}IASER:

JULIE

SAI]NDERS

CUSTOMER:

'JULIE

SAUNDERS

coulD

wrN A $200 sEARs GrFT CARD.

OUR WEBSITE WITHIN

AnnpFqc.

OF PI,RCHASE.

PI,EASE VISIT

7 DAYS OF THE DATE

DO NOT USE A SEARCH

TYPE DIRECTI,Y INTO THE ADDRESS

ENGINE.

BAR AT THE TOP OF YOUR INTERNET BROWSER:
WWW
. SEARSHOMETOWNFEEDBACK
. COM

CITY/STATE:

TAUDERHILL,

ZIP CODE:

555!t

F],
TO COMPLETE THE SURVEY YOU WIII,

PHONE:

THE 12 DIGIT

NEED

SAI,ESCHECK NIJMBER ON

YOUR RECEIPT.

DELIV.

DATE:

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. VOID WHERE
PROHIBITED.

TRAN#

PGISTORE

REG#

1543

10 07555

902

U E R C H A N D I S E
C E N T R A L
45 8L093

WITHIN

ASSOC#
1016

7 DAYS OF DATE OF PURCHASE.

ENTRANTS MUST BE 18 OR OIJDER TO ENTER.
SEE COMPIJETE RULES ON WEBSITE.

O R D E R E D

D E I J I V E R Y

ENTRIES MUST BE ENTERED

****************************************

29 CUFT,FR SAL L599.997
R e t u r n

ORDERED
SET UP & PUT IN PLACE
22 81,973

1.9

THERE IS A LIMITED

CU. FT SArJ

249.99"r

ORDERED
CARTON (NO HOOKUP)

IJEAVE IN

N O N - R E F U N D A B L ED E I J I V E R Y F E E
HAUL AWAY FEE
SUBTOTAL
ouT oF AREA TAX 05.000?

CASH TOTAL

R E T U R N O R E X C H A N G EI T E M S : 3 0 ,

50 or

DAYS DEPENDING UPON THE ITEM.

THE

ORIGINAL

AIJL RETURNS AND EXCHANGES.

1O.OO

BE IN THE ORIGINAL

2039.97
117.00

2756.97

90

RECEIPT MUST BE PROVIDED FOR

79.99

C H E C KT E N D E R 2 1 5 6 . 9 7
ll/t4/!2

P o I i c y
PERIOD OF TIME TO

ITEMS MUST

PACKAGING AND

CONTAIN ALL ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES TO BE
RETURNED OR EXCHANGED.

SOME ITEMS CAN

NOT BE RETIJRNED IF OPENED.
RESTRICTIONS APPI,Y.

OTHER

SEE SEARS.COM OR

A STORE ASSOCIATE FOR THE COMPLETE
R C: 2 3 3 9 - 1 9 7 8 - 5 3 5 0 - 3 1 1 1 - 0 5 L 9

RBTURN AND EXCHANGE POI,ICY.

You are

a

YOU MUST REPORT ANY VISIBIJE

Current

Points

Base Points
Bonus
Points

Points

BONUS Member
Balance:

Earned:
Earned:

Expiring

L9,500

THIS

TO BE ELIGIBLE

19,500

IF

0

12/3I/2Ot3

: 19.500

DAMAGE ON

ITEM WITHIN 72 HOURSOF HOME DEL.

VISIBLE

FOR REFUND OR EXCHANGE.

DAMAGE IS NOT REPORTED THE

REFI'ND OR EXCHANGE WONIT BE ACCEPTED.
TO REPORT DAMAGES AND OBTAIN REQUIRED

THE FOI,LOWING ITEM(S)

MAY BE SIJB.]ECT

TO A CANCELLATION/RESTOCKING FEE

cr,ArM No.

cAr,r, 1-800-732-7747

M-F 6:00

AM TO MIDNIGHT CS? (EXCEPT CHRISTMAS).

Page 2

IN THE EVENT OF A RETURN OF
ORIGINAL

QUALIFYING MERCHANDISE,

REWARD CARD(S) WILL BE DEDUCTED
FROM ANY REFUND AMOUNT.

SHOP ANYTIME ON SEARS.COM
CUSTOMER:

.]ULIE

SAUNDERS

ADDRESS:

CITY/STATE : LAUDERHILI, FL
ZIP CODE:
PHONE:

33319

. Gmail - Fw: THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER

ffimffill

Page1 of2

J ulie Bowers

4"{lrxrgtu

Fw: THANKYOU FORYOURORDER
1 message
J ulie Bowers
Reply-To:
JulieBower
To:JulieBower

On Monday,November
19,20128:17PM,JulieBower

Tue,Jan20,2015at 5:16PM

com>
wrote:

THANKYOUFORYOURORDER
e-mailwith
Pleaseprintthispagefor yourrecords.Youwillalsoreceivea confirmation
yourorderdetails.

OrderDate:1111412012
5071379
BESTBUY.COM
OrderNumber:BBY01-52987
INFORMATIONTOTAL
PRODUCT
DESCRIPTIONDELIVERY
QTY.
Range- StainlessElectric
Convection
Freestanding
1
Samsung 30"Self-Cleaning
SteelNE595R0ABSR
SKU: 4947381
Delivery:
FREE
: 1112012012
Scheduled
for Delivery
Installation
lnfo
Julie N Saunders
LAUDERHILL,
FL 33319
$699.99
- Stainless-Steel
DMT40ORHS/XAA
1
Samsung- 24"TallTub Built-lnDishwasher
SKU: 9980225
Delivery:
FREE
Scheduled
for Delivery:1112012012
lnstallation
Info
Julie N Saunders
LAUDERHILL,
FL 33319
$499.99
KitwithPowerCord5305517519
Installation
1
SmartChoice- Dishwasher
l120/2015
https:/imail.google.com/maillu/0flui:2&ik:e38cd195e8&view:pt&search:inbox&th:14b...

- Fw: THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER
, Gmail
_r
I

Page2of2

SKU:6681708
Delivery:
FREE
Scheduled
for Delivery:1112012012
Installation
lnfo
Julie N Saunders
LAUDERHILL,
FL 33319
$29.99
aboutthisorder?ContactBestBuyCustomerService
Questions
Orderupdateswill be sentto:
Email:ju
PaymentInformation
GiftCards& PitchInrMCard
N/A
RewardCertificates
N/A
Promotional
Codes
N/A

Visa

07

JulieN Saunders
LAUDERHILL,
FL 33 19USA
ProductTotal: $1,229.97
Delivery:FREE
SalesTax:
$73.80
OrderTotal(chargedto creditcard):

$1,303.77

Smartchoice6 inch4Oinchamp 3 pronguniversalrangecordwithspadeterminal

I/20/2015
https://mail.google.com/maiUul0l?ui:2&ik:e38cd195e8&view:pt&search:inbox&th:14b...

JULIE SAUHDERS.BOr,i|ERS
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Amount:$400.00
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Novl-7

-].13.24

POs SHAREWITI{DRAWL

POs SHARE WITHDRAhIL
THE HOMEDEPOT 750 NORTHUN
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Th€Ptrtcct Pcopletor A ?erfect Pool

TextPltlCHlrr to 4l4tt to.opt In for
our mobllospoolaloffsrtl
Pinr:h
042
APenny
44thStreet
8880
Northro$t
tL 33351
Sunrise,
Phone:S54t48-0494
@ll!-

302551
3936
t'll
lime: 3:4i:44
Rogister
il: I

Tronsaction
il:
Acuount
l{:
0ate: l0/260n)
Cashier:ill(I:-

SAUI'ItjTtt$
JIJLiE

8i|'|-t0:

ption
Descri

Item

Altount

A
AI'|SI
oRATI
2553S-000 7 3t4',p.IU

Discount
covtR
r,ro
il{$rALL

subTotal
$ales
lax
I otal

$35.99

$tp0l
CI5;T0)
$l5s.Sg
$2"10
$162.09

ftl[ul(lendered
Chango
Duo

@IIIrcE;ry

lilillilllil
Iltilil
ilil1
ilIil
tilt
ililt
ilililil111illil||
r
6*
Thank
Youfur shoPPing
0{2
APennY
Pinch
you'licufle
soon!
llehope
back

nrarrffi?r-

Artistic
Tree

Lioensed& Insured

Service

P.O.Box23015. Fortl-auderdale,
FL33307

(954) 261-6203

Date

Tree Removal

) ourt [reos
U/'rn

'Tra,z-s

i..

Not ResponsibleFor Anything llnder Ground

SUB TOTAL
TAX
Please
PayFmmThislwoice

TOTALAIIIOUNT

JULIE SAUIIDERS
4S37NtJttBTTHAVE
I.AUDEHHILT
FL3S3T9

$ 257. ae

$
Account:

1982 N. Staio Rd, z
MarBate,Flodda SSO6C
954-7**jt{ro

T
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page:

SROTHN

$ales,Irtst..rllation
andSrrviceof ganrgedoors
ondaulpnlaticclooropenr:rs
sincc| 955

SARAGHSSSR $A|."ES

Viuitourshowr$om
sl:
886SouthAndrcwuAvcnue
Pornpann
llcaeh,FL 31069

Opening0oor,rfsi Yor.rSinc* l9$5

t54 946.5555
9549fi-5587 lrnr
800683-?7611
Toll Frcc

l'hit us on the webal: ut'rv,bnrtrn,r{rln
lftoloo Nwrbs: 0?4fi lelhl

IHVffICE
SoldTo:
SAUNDERS,
JULIE

InvolcaDats 1137/2014

ShloTo:
SAUNDERS,
JULIE

LAUDERHILL,
FL 33319
IAUDERHILL,
FL 33319
ConllrmTo:
&${oriler P.O.

$hlpVlA

Ordctud ItstnNurnber

F,O.E.

Tsrmc
c.0.D.

DWdpilon
REPLACE
2 TORSION
SPRINGS

Prloo

Anounl
259.00

(283X 4s X 1 3/4)LUBEDDOOR.
REPLACED
BOTHSPRTNGS
ROLLERS
AREDAMAGED
ANDOFFERED
TO REPLACE
16X7WOODDOOR
$99.50FORPARTS+ LABOR.EXISTING
DOESNOTCOMPLY
WITHDASMA116,HANDLES
PAIDCHECK#391
REVERSED.
DECLINED.
CRAFTSMAN
4259.00.
1t18r14.
DANTEL

NetInvoicel

tiilds4rir'

liftMaster

;ffi;

Frelght:
SalssTax:
lnvolceTotrl:
Lers Depoelt:

InvolceBalanco:

All ogrumrwtsor*tmlrlrlnt shtli*r, emlnrgoeqft*r, *cidu
l*$||dig1e1{a1;ngT'&gx'ng|rhn|li*tgi'l!ugedb}.ttrop0eha*fiotlrlurrgttofsrFl!$incur'Bi|'Al|rnbl;*iu
i$.ctdlldti.rl,
IroFdsl thnl eiridpurtl*1u d
flondr ll ss{ $fdclkrrlttrfpn1:nrur,prirchn+rrqnees
to pay ill ec'sroicdlscrir:rr. inclnrlirrganr*n*trll:c*.
AI.l-1vin[,\ti}1'11'0RK1|ll'r.,r',uff{tr,0[}ul}6ir|,Yf,|,Rh\(;Rs{;i!|.AR$tJ$|iHSli||t|tliSi:0{rAlt{'4;(ltr|'|
!'irnict ltcrfomrcd
on n gamgcdooropnrtr ur in+hlhtlonol e glmgr.dmr opgntrby sn' onr othTrlhru Drctrn(igrrEcDtr,r -t{l*r
uill vrhl nll irlplicd lad sflmrrrJ wamrtic pffgredhl llrpt€ofirng.e llonr$de*, Ito rstrrrq rrslungc rr rtfundr.

259.00
0.00
0,00
259.00
0,00
869,S0
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2901N UNIVEISITY
DR.
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FL 33322.
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- IIIL.87C
CASH]FR
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50G12 Erll."A"
5?S.00
50GAI/5500W
ELEC|!|:[ PI-ATlllH
. t,lAX
REFUND
VALUE
$4i5.20
-----10x0ff
Credit lllail NoDefeffed*---528.001C%
off Creditfait 0ffer -52.80
NoDeferred- 10XClroice
i'|USTRETIjRN
ALL ]TE|!l$F()RA TULLRIFUND
q5.24
SUBI)TAL
SAI.E3
TAX
28.52
IOIA72
$503.
XXXXXXXX)(XXXOBOO
IEPOT
HOI'4F
503.72
AUIHC()DE
A032t0/6260944
TA
CREDIT
PROMOIION 14645 389
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REIURN
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ItJ IIAYS POL]()Y
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A
1
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LIM]I / DENY
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r* *.1 x r * t'x * r ** * *.,f x r* r r f r * f * f, ir** \ x * t(r i )r f,*

I*T{TtJR F OFi /\ L]I-IANDE
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A $5. O0(f
HCIME D[:F>OT G:[F:'T
CARD '
Shane
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the brief surveyaboutyour store visit
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to win at:
www
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COHPARTA
SUOP]NI)NENUNABREVE
ENCUESTA
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-tD:
l.rDO 2t3131.27€3S{)
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Seecomplete
rules cn welrsito.No
purchase
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INDRIS DUCLOS& FRAIS DUVALUS Date:4*J4y'
'

LANDSCAPING
ANDLAWN
SERVICE

T

p.O.Box5b
Fort Lauderdale,FL33 gO2
Phone=(754)368-4356
Phone=(754)2L4-2323
Landscaping

-/

$

Sprinkler
Repair $
TreeRemoval
$
TreePlanting
$

[aec- Trimming

gJQs_

CleanUp

$

CutGrass
Fertilizer
(Twice

$

Other
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a Year)
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